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can be derived for arbitrary, including higher derivative, supergravities, with a speci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matter content. We give the Killing spinor identities for ve-dimensional N = 2 ungauged
supergravities coupled to Abelian vector multiplets, and then using spinorial geometry
techniques so that we have explicit representatives for the spinors, we discuss the particular
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1 Introduction
In recent years much technology has been developed in order to complete the important
task of classifying the supersymmetric solutions of supergravity theories. In this paper we
would like to point out the utility of the combination of two of these pieces of technology,
the so called spinorial geometry approach introduced in [1] and the Killing spinor identi-
ties [2, 3], particularly in the context of classifying the supersymmetric solutions of o-shell
supergravities, including in the presence of higher derivative terms.
The spinorial geometry approach is to represent the space of spinors using dierential
forms and use the Spin(d   1; 1) gauge freedom of the Killing spinor equations. The
backgrounds that solve the Killing spinor equations for the representative spinors of each
orbit of Spin(d 1; 1) in the spinor space are then related by a local Lorentz tranformation
to the solution for any other spinor in that orbit. An oscillator basis for the gamma-
matrices then facilitates the reduction of the Killing spinor equations to linear systems
for the spin connection and elds. To investigate solutions with more than the minimal
amount of supersymmetry one may then use the isotropy group of the rst Killing spinor
to simplify the second, a process that may be repeated until the common isotopy subgroup
of the Killing spinors reduces to the trivial group.
In [2, 3] the Killing spinor identities were derived which relate components of the equa-
tions of motion of supergravity theories for backgrounds which preserve some proportion
of the supersymmetry. The derivation does not require that the supersymmetric action is
specied, just that the action is supersymmetric under the given supersymmetry variations
of the elds. In [4] the Killing spinor identities were used in the o-shell N = 2 d = 5 super-
conformal theory to show that the maximally supersymmetric vacua of the two derivative
theory are the vacua of arbitrarily higher derivative corrected theories, up to a general-
ization of the very special geometry condition. However in that work the compensating
multiplet was taken to be an on-shell hyper-multiplet. We generalize the results of [4] to
the case of an o-shell compensator, extending the results of that work to arbitrary higher
derivative terms involving the compensating multiplet, an example of which is the Ricci
scalar squared invariant constructed in [5]. The previously constucted Weyl tensor squared
invariant [6] is independent of the compensator. Our analysis also extends that of [4] to in-
clude the gauged case, and thus AdS5 vacua. We will also be interested in what the Killing
spinor identities have to say about solutions with less supersymmetry. The spinorial geom-
etry techniques allow us to use our simple representatives to show which of the (components
of the) equations of motion are automatically satised for supersymmetric solutions.
We will use the Killing spinor identities in order to study curvature-squared corrections
to N = 2, D = 5 ungauged supergravity coupled to an arbitrary number of Abelian vector
multiplets. In particular we will focus our attention on a gravitational Chern-Simons term
of the form A ^ tr(R ^ R) where R denotes the curvature 2-form [6], and a Ricci scalar
squared term [5].
We will use the o-shell superconformal formalism on which there is an extensive lit-
erature. We will use mostly the conventions of [6{9]. The very helpful appendix B in [5]
provides a map from the conventions of [10{14] to those we use. Earlier work on o-shell
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Poincare supergravity can be found in [15]. There is also an extensive literature on o-shell
superconformal gravity in ve dimensions in superspace, see [16{22] and particularly [23],
which contains the superspace contruction of the invariants we consider here amongst much
else. In appendix A we summarize the construction of supermultiplets whose supersymme-
try algebra closes without any reference to the equations of motion. These supermultiplets
can then be used to obtain supersymmetric actions with derivatives of arbitrary order
without making the supersymmetry transformations of the elds any more complicated.
Another advantage of the o-shell formalism is the disentanglement of kinematic proper-
ties (e.g. BPS conditions) from dynamic properties (e.g. equations of motion). The o-shell
formulation greatly restricts ambiguities arising from eld redenitions, such as
g0 = g + aRg + bR + : : : ; (1.1)
which plague higher-derivative theories in the on-shell formalism. In fact, the supersym-
metry algebra is not invariant under such transformations, even though the on-shell La-
grangian may be.
We shall be interested in the ungauged N = 2, D = 5 supergravities, and so we will
appropriately gauge x the superconformal theory similiarly to [6], see also [24], however
we will use an o-shell compensating linear multiplet, as in [5]. This allows us to be sure
that our results will hold even on the addition of invariants formed from the compensating
multiplet.
The supersymmetric solutions of the minimal ungauged two derivative theory were
classied in [25] and the generalisation to a coupling to arbitrarily many Abelian vector
multiplets was reported in [26, 27]. The supersymmetric solutions of higher derivative
theory have been considered before. In, for example, [28{32] a variety of ansatz were
considered, whilst in [24] the classication of the supersymmetric solutions was presented,
following the two derivative analysis of [25]. We will reanalyze these results making use
of the Killing spinor identities, and give the full equations of motion that remain to be
solved in a compact form, for the time-like class. We will show that the Ricci squared
invariant does not contribute to any of the equations of motion either in the time-like or
null classes of supersymmetric solutions, and so that this classication is valid also in the
presence of this invariant. The supersymmetric near-horizon geometries of this theory were
classied, up to the existence of non-constant solutions of a non-linear vortex equation
in [33], assuming that the horizon is Killing with respect to the Killing vector coming
from the Killing spinor bilinear. If such solutions exist, they fall outside the classication
of [34], are half supersymmetric and may admit scalar hair. In [35] it was shown that
this equation does indeed admit some non-constant solutions. It would be particularly
interesting to construct explicitly such near-horizon geometries and the corresponding full
black hole solutions, or, on the other hand, to extend the uniqueness theorem of [36] under
some regularity assumptions. This work, when combined with the results of [33, 35] oers
some necessary ingredients to pursue this.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we review the derivation of
the Killing spinor identities [2, 3] and x our conventions. In section 3 we derive the
particular Killing spinor identities for o-shell N = 2, d = 5 supergravity with Abelian
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vector multiplets. In section 4 we then review the classsication of solutions of the Killing
spinor equations at order 0 in the time-like class for particular four derivative corrections
to the two derivative action and the implications of the Killing spinor identities for the
equations of motion of these solutions. This classication is also valid for any o-shell
N = 2, d = 5 theory constructed using the standard-Weyl gravitational multiplet and
with the same matter content if we consistently truncate all of the SU(2) triplet elds, the
scalar N and the vector P.
1 In section 5 we consider the maximally supersymmetric cases
in the time-like class and we reproduce the classication of [25, 37], which is simplied
considerably by using the spinorial geometry techniques. In [25] a number of maximally
supersymmetric solutions were found in the time-like class that were conjectured to be
isometric to the near-horizon geometry of the BMPV black hole, and were indeed later
shown to be so in [37]. Here we obtain this result directly by analysing the Killing spinor
equations. In section 6 we show that the Ricci squared invariant does not contribute to the
equations of motion for the null class of solutions, in a simple calculation using the Killing
spinor identities, without going into the details of the resulting geometry. In section 7
we extend Meessen's argument [4] to include an o-shell compensator in the construction,
using the untruncated version of the o-shell theory, necessarily also considering the gauged
case. In appendix B we give the necessary information on the description of the spinors
of this theory in terms of forms, and nd representatives for each orbit of Spin(4; 1) on
the space of spinors. We introduce a basis (B.45) adapted to the case of time-like spinors,
and use it to derive linear systems from the Killing spinor equations for a generic spinor in
appendix C. In appendix D we give the linear systems for the Killing spinor identities in the
time-like (D.1) and null (D.2) bases, the latter using an adapted basis detailed in (B.47).
2 O-shell Killing spinor identities
We now recall the general derivation of the Killing spinor identities [2{4] and x our
conventions. Let S[b; f ] be any supergravity action, constructed in terms of bosonic
elds b and fermionic elds f . Let us further assume S[b; f ] is the spacetime integral
of a Lagrangian density:
S[b; f ] =
Z
ddx
p
gL[b; f ] : (2.1)
The invariance under supersymmetry transformations of the action can be written
0 = QS[b; f ] =
Z
ddx
p
g fLb[b; f ]Qb[b; f ] + Lf [b; f ]Qf [b; f ]g ; (2.2)
where Q denotes a local supersymmetry transformation of arbitrary parameter, subscripts
b; f denote functional derivative with respect to b; f respectively, and a sum over elds
is understood.
Next consider a second variation of the action functional by varying QS[b; f ] with
respect to fermionic elds only. Since QS[b; f ] is identically zero for arbitrary b; f ,
1Note that this immediately excludes the gauged case, as it is the eld V ij that enters into the gauge
covariant derivatives and is set to a combination of physical vector multiplets through its equation of motion.
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we have
QS[b; f + Ff ] = 0 ; (2.3)
and we set the fermions to zero after the variation. Hence we get
F QSjf=0 = 0 (2.4)
=
Z
ddx
p
jgj

(FLb)(Qb) + Lb(F Qb) + (FLf )(Qf ) + Lf (F Qf )

f=0
:
Since Qb and Lf are odd in fermions we are left withZ
ddx
p
jgj [(Lb(F Qb) + (FLf )(Qf )]f=0 = 0 : (2.5)
Calculating (FLf )f=0 requires knowledge of the entire Lagrangian, not only its
bosonic truncation. However if we restrict ourselves to supersymmetry transformations
having Killing spinors as parameters, K , we have
(Kf )f=0 = 0 : (2.6)
Note that
Lb := 1pjgj S[b; f ]b = 1pjgj SB[b]b + 1pjgj SF [b; f ]b ; (2.7)
where the last term vanishes if f = 0. We are thus led to dene
Eb := 1pjgj SB[b]b ; (2.8)
so that bosonic equations of motion take the form
Eb = 0 : (2.9)
Thus the Killing spinor identities may be written asZ
ddx
p
jgj Eb(F Kb)f=0 = 0 : (2.10)
We will now derive the Killing spinor identities for o-shell N = 2, D = 5 supergravity,
which have been discussed in [4]. We discuss the construction of such superconformal
theories in appendix A.1 and their gauge xing to Poincare supergravity in appendix A.2.
What we need are the o-shell supersymmetry variations for the bosonic eld content, and
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we record the relevant terms for our discussion here for ease of reference:
ea =  2ia  ;
vab =  1
8
iab+    ;
D =  1
3
iv   ir+ iiVijj   i
6
i(=E +N)Lij
j +
i
3
iaV 0aijj +    ;
V ij =  
i
4
(i
j) +    ;
AI =  2i
I +    ;
M I = 2i
I ;
Y Iij = 2i(iara
j)I   2i(iaV j)a k
kI  
2i
3
V k(ia ka

j)I   i
3
(iabv
ab
j)I   i
4
(ij)M I ;
N =
i
2
Lij
ij : (2.11)
In the above we have supressed terms involving the gravitino, and in particular have
not listed the variation of the auxiliary vector Pa as it only involves the gravitino. This is
due to our taking the strategy of solving the equations of motion of all other elds before
turning to solve the Einstein equation. Because of this the only term involving the gravitino
that will not lead to a term involving an equation of motion of a bosonic eld that we have
solved will come from the vielbien variation. As to be expected from the complexity of
the Einstein equation of higher derivative theories and the ubiquity of the gravitino in the
supersymmetry transformations, if we keep these terms we may obtain long expressions for
the components of the Einstein equation in terms of components of the other equations
of motion and the elds. However as long as we keep in mind that our gravitino Killing
spinor identity is only valid after solving the other equations of motion, we may proceed
by ignoring the gravitino terms in the above variations, greatly simplifying the derivation.
So if we set E(e)a := 1pjgj
S
ea
, we get
E(e)aai

other bosons on-shell
= 0 : (2.12)
To proceed we will need one more ingredient, the gravitino variation which reads
 i = ri +
1
2
abv
abi   1
3
abv
ab
+ V ij j +
1
6
(=P +N)L
ijj   1
3

aV 0ija j = 0 ; (2.13)
where V ij = VL
ij + V 0ij so that V 0
ij
Lij = 0, since L
2 := LijL
ij = 1 from the gauge xing
of the superconformal theory down to the super-Poincare theory, which is discussed in
section A.2. We dene the same splitting for any SU(2) symmetric eld Aij, in particular we
dene Aij = ALij+A0ij so that A0ijLij = 0. It will be useful to derive the following identity
for SU(2) symmetric elds. Consider two such elds Aij; Bij. We may easily show that
2A[ijkBjj]k = AklB
klij = (AB +A0klB0
kl
)ij : (2.14)
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We also note the identity
LijA
ikBjk = LijA
0ikB0jk ; (2.15)
which clearly vanishes for A = B.
Let us now write the KSI associated to a variation of gauginos. We set
E(A)I :=
1pjgj SAI ; E(M)I := 1pjgj SM I ; E(Y )Iij := 1pjgj SY Iij ; (2.16)
and have therefore
0 =
Z
ddx
p
jgj

E(A)I

 2ii

+ E(M)I(2ii) + E(Y )Ijk(2ij)aV kia (2.17)
+
2i
3
E(Y )iIkV jka ja   E(Y )ijI

i
3
j
abvab


Ii + E(Y )ijI (2ija)ra
Ii :
Integrating by parts and using the fact that the gravitino Killing spinor equation implies
arai = 5
6
(v  )i   aVaLijj + 2
3
V 0aijaj   5
6
(=P +N)Lijj ; (2.18)
we obtain
0 =

E(A)I    E(M)I +
5
12
E(Y )(=P + 2 =V +N)

i (2.19)
+

raE(Y )I ij

a   5
6
E(Y 0)ikI (=P + 2 =V +N)Ljk   E(Y )I ij=v

j :
Next we consider the KSI associated with the auxiliary fermion. We dene
E(v)ab := 1pjgj Svab ; E(D) := 1pjgj SD ; E(N) := 1pjgj SN ;
E(P )a := 1pjgj SPa ; E(V )ij := 1pjgj SV ij ; (2.20)
and thus obtain
0 =
Z
d5x
p
jgj

  i
8
E(v)abiab   iE(D)jaV aLij  
i
3
E(D)vabiab
+
i
6
E(D)j(=P +N)Lij   E(D)
4i
3
jV 0iaj
a +
i
4
E(V )ijj +
i
4
E(Y )iIjjM I
  i
2
E(N)Lij

i + [ iE(D)]r : (2.21)
Integrating the last term by parts, discarding the total derivative and making use of the
gravitino Killing spinor equation we obtain
0 =

1
8
E(v)ab + 1
2
E(D)vab

ab
i +raE(D)ai   1
4
E(V )ija aj  
1
4
E(Y )ijIM Ij
+ 2E(D)V 0ija aj +
1
2
E(N)Lijj   E(D)(=P +N))Lijj : (2.22)
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In order to use these equations we need either to solve explicitly for the Killing spinors
or better to nd representatives for them for dierent (classes of) solutions. Our strategy
will be to expand the Killing spinor identities in suitable bases for their solution using
the spinorial geometry techniques. It is especially easy to solve these system as we have
already reduced the system to equations that are algebraic in the Killing spinors, using the
gravitino Killing spinor equation.
In the two derivative ungauged on-shell theory with Abelian vectors all supersymmetric
solutions (locally) preserve four or eight supersymmetries. However this is no longer a
priori true in the o-shell theory unless the auxiliary SU(2) elds vanish. Because of this
it is possible that a number of new features arise in the o-shell case in theories with
suitably complicated actions which are normally associated with higher dimensional or
gauged supergravities. Note that the Killing spinor identities derived above will be valid
for supersymmetric solutions with the appropriate number of Killing spinors, i.e. spinors
which satisfy all of the Killing spinor equations. This is due to the implicit sum over elds.
3 N=2, d=5 ungauged supergravity with four derivative corrections
We review the construction of the superconformal Lagrangian in appendix A.1, and the
gauge xing to Poincare supergravity in A.2. We do not break the R-symmetry down to
global U(1), which could be achieved by choosing a particular value for Lij.
Now we will specialize to a particular consistent truncation that is sucient to study
rst order perturbative string theory corrections. In particular we remove terms in L4 that
do not contribute to linear order in 0 using the two derivative equations of motion for
the auxiliary elds. In particular note that since V ij ; Y Iij; N; P have trivial equations of
motion at the two derivative level one can write for example V ij = O(0). However the
corrections to these equation of motion are themselves of order 0 so in fact
V ij = O(0)2 ; Y Iij = O(0)2 ; N = O(0)2 ; P = O(0)2 : (3.1)
Due to this we may truncate them from the action and the supersymmetry tranformations
when studying the perturbatively corrected four derivative theory at rst order and to all
orders in the consistent truncation. In [4, 24] only higher derivative terms independent of
the compensator were considered, and the above statement follows for the elds V ij; Y Iij
as they could only couple to each other in the action, and have trivial equations of motion
at two derivative level. However in invariants involving the compensator, one must check
that these elds are in fact higher order, as they could appear contracted with Lij. Clearly
the order of the elds N and P must also be checked. However an inspection of the
Ricci scalar squared superconformal invariant (A.51), assures us that these elds are in
fact O(02). We would like to emphasize, however that this may not be the case with all
invariants involving the compensating multiplet, and must be checked.
The resulting Lagrangian of R2 correctedN = 2, D = 5 ungauged Poicare supergravity
coupled to Abelian vector multiplets is given by
L = L2 + L4 : (3.2)
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At two derivative level we have
L2 = LV + 2LL = 1
2
D(N   1)  1
4
R(N + 3) + v2(3N + 1) + 2NIvabF Iab+
+NIJ

1
4
F IabF
Iab   1
2
raM IraMJ

+
1
24
cIJKe
 1abcdeAIaF
J
bcF
K
de ;
(3.3)
where the Levi-Civita symbol is denoted by abcde. Note the sign of the scalar kinetic term
which corrects that in eq. (78) of [24].
As far as the four derivative Lagrangian is concerned we will take L4 = LC2 + LR2s ,
where
LC2 =
c2I
24

1
16
e 1abcdeAIaCbcfgC
fg
de +
1
8
M ICabcdCabcd+
+
1
12
M ID2 +
1
6
DvabF Iab +
1
3
M ICabcdv
abvcd +
1
2
CabcdF
Iabvcd+
+
8
3
M Ivabrbrcvac   16
9
M IvabvbcR
c
a  
2
9
M Iv2R+
+
4
3
M Iravbcravbc + 4
3
M Iravbcrbvca+
  2
3
M Ie 1abcdevabvcdrfvef + 2
3
e 1abcdeF Iabvcfrfvde+
+ abcdeF Iabvcfrdv fe  
4
3
F Iabv
acvcdv
db   1
3
F Iabv
abvcdv
cd+
+ 4M Ivabv
bcvcdv
da  M Ivabvabvcdvcd

; (3.4)
where C denotes the Weyl tensor and we are using the conventions R
 =  2@[ ] +
2 [j 

 j], R = R
 and
C = R   2
3
(g[R]   g[R]) +
1
6
Rg[g] ; (3.5)
which are dierent to the conventions in [6]. In A.3 we give the contributions to the
equations of motion for this contribution to the action, which are quite involved.
For the Ricci tensor squared contribution one nds
e 1LR2s =E

2
3
D   4
3
v2 +R
2
; (3.6)
where we have absorbed a factor into the denition of E = eIM I and we also provide the
contributions to the equations of motion in appendix A.3, which are rather simpler.
In order to solve the Killing spinor equations to order (0) or to all orders in a consistent
truncation, we may remove the same elds from the Killing spinor equations and identities
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which now read
ri +

1
2
abv
ab   1
3
abv
ab

i = 0 ;
 1
4
F Iab
ab   1
2
@M
I   1
3
M Ivabab

i = 0 ;
D   8
3
v2 +

2rbvba   2
3
abcdevbcvde

a + 
abcdeabrcvde

i = 0 ;
E(e)aai = 0 ;E(A)I    E(M)I i = 0 ;
1
8
E(v)ab + 1
2
E(D)vab

ab
i = 0 : (3.7)
In appendix C we give the linear systems associated to the Killing spinor equations in a
time-like basis, whilst for the Killing spinor identities we present the linear systems in the
time-like and null bases in appendices D.1 and D.2, respectively. These bases are adapted
to the time-like and null orbits of Spin(4,1) on the space of spinors which can be found in
appendix B. In the next two sections we shall use these systems to analyse the equations
of motion of the truncated theory, which is sucient to study the order 0 four derivative
corrections to the ungauged theory.
In the interests of completeness we give the full form of the KSI for the gravitino for this
truncation, which we calculate using the full supersymmetry transformations in [7] to be
E(e)a(2a) = E(A)I (2M I)+E(v)ab

1
2
vab
  1
2
va
b+
3
4
rba

+E(v)a

va
bb+
3
2
ra  3
4
rbab

+raE(v)a

3
2


+rbE(v)a

 3
4
ab

+E(D)

4rbvb 2defgvdevfg+

D  2
3
v2

+
22
3
vabv
ba
  2defghvefvghd 2rvabab 4ravbab 4ravbba
+ 12ra(va) 4ra(vbab)+4ra(vabb)

+rbE(v)ab

3
4
a


+4raE(D)(3va vbab+vabb) : (3.8)
We can then write this in terms of the variation with respect to the metric using
S[ea; vab; D;A
I
;M
I ]
ea
=  2g(e)a
S[g ; v ; D;A
I
;M
I ]
g
  2vabeb[]
S[g ; v ; D;A
I
;M
I ]
v
:
(3.9)
We will not nd this expression particularly enlightening in what follows.
4 Half supersymmetric time-like solutions
In the section we shall analyse the supersymmetry conditions arising from the existence of
one time-like Killing spinor and reproduce the results of [24], which we will add to in the
next section by examining the Killing spinor identitities and equations of motion of the
theory considered there with the addition of the Ricci scalar squared invariant.
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4.1 Killing spinor equations and geometric constraints
Let us turn rst to solving the Killing spinor equations. We shall see that demanding
one supersymmetry leads to 4 out of the 8 possible supersymmetries being preserved. It
is convenient to work in the oscillator basis dened in (B.45), whose action on the basis
elements is recorded in table 1. The Killing spinor equations have been expanded in this
basis to yield the linear system in appendix C. For the representative of the SU(2) orbit of
Spin(1; 4) we may always choose (cf. eq. (B.39))2
 = (1; 2) = (e1; iee12) : (4.1)
Inspecting the linear system in appendix C it is easy to see that the two components of the
spinor yield equivalent conditions. Now consider the spinor  = (1; 2) = ( iee12; e 1).
This is clearly linearly independent from , however it yields an equivalent linear sys-
tem, thus the system preserves at least two supersymmetries. In fact the system pre-
serves half of the supersymmetry, as the spinors  = (i1; i2) = (ie1; ee12) and
 = (i1; i2) = (ee12; ie1) also yield identical systems. To summarize, demanding the
existence of one (time-like) supersymmetry implies that the solution is half supersymmetric
and it is sucient to solve the Killing spinor equations of the rst component of that spinor.
From the gravitino eqs. (C.7) we obtain
@0 = 0 ; !;12 = 0 ; v0 =  3
2
@ =  3
4
!0;0 =  3
2
!
 =  3
2
!;12

 ;
v =  3
2
!0; =  3
2
!;0 ; v12 =  
1
2
!1;02 =
1
2
!2;01 ;
v
 =  3
2
!0;
 =  3
2
!;0
 ; 2v11   v22 =  
3
2
!1;01 ; v11   2v22 =
3
2
!2;02 ; (4.2)
where  is antisymmetric with 12 = 1. From this we can easily read o the geometric
constraints
@0 = !;12 = 0 ; (4.3)
!(i;j0jj) = 0 ; (4.4)
!0;
 = !;0
 ; (4.5)
!0; = !;0 ; (4.6)
2@ = !0;0 = 2!
 = 2!;12

 : (4.7)
Consider next the one-form bilinear V = e2e0 constructed from the spinor (4.1). V is
clearly time-like and it is easy to show that (4.4) and the rst equation in (4.7) imply that
it is Killing. We can thus introduce coordinates t; xm such that
V =
@
@t
; (4.8)
2As discussed in appendix B, there are two dierent representatives, one for each of the dierent SU(2)
orbits, which are related by a Pin transformation. The results for the representative of the other SU(2) orbit
are closely related to what we shall nd for the representative we consider here, and we shall summarize
the results in section 4.4.
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as a vector. The metric takes the form
ds2 = e4(dt+ 
)2   e 2g^mndxmdxn ; (4.9)
and we may adapt a frame such that ds25 = (e
0)2   ds24 = (e0)2   ^ijeiej ,
e0 = e2(dt+ 
) ; ei = e e^indx
n ; (4.10)
where ^ij denotes the at euclidean metric, e^
i is a vierbein for g^ and ; ! and ei are
independent of t. Next consider the torsion free condition for the funfbein eA,
deA + ! AB; Ce
B ^ eC = 0 : (4.11)
In particular setting A = i and considering the part with either of B;C = 0 we nd
conditions compatible with the constraints (4.5) and (4.6), but in addition this implies
that the trace free (1; 1) part of !0;ij = !i;0j must also be satised. It is convenient to
introduce the two form G,
G = e2d
 : (4.12)
Then the components of the ve-dimensional spin connection are
!0;0i = 2e
r^i ; !0;ij = !i;0j =  1
2
Gij ; !i;jk =  e

!^i;jk   2^i[jr^k]

;
where hats refer to four-dimensional quantities and we note that all components are de-
termined in terms of the base space. We can see that this means (4.4){(4.6) and the rst
equality in (4.7) are satised, and it remains to interpret (4.3) and the remainder of (4.7).
Examining the rst of these we see that !;12 = 0 implies that the (3; 0) + (0; 3) part
of the connection vanishes, and thus the complex structure is integrable. The remain-
ing conditions can also be expressed in terms of the Gray-Hervella classication for an
SU(2) structure manifold, and it can be seen that the manifold is in the special Hermitian
class [38]. We will not pursue this here, as we shall show instead that the base space is
hyper-Kahler, i.e. we will describe it instead via its integrable Sp(1)(=SU(2)) structure.
We can now write v as
v = v0e
0 ^ e + v0e0 ^ e + 1
2

ve
 ^ e + ve ^ e


+ v
e ^ e +  v   v e ^ e ; (4.13)
where the (1; 1) piece with respect to the complex structure has been split into its traceful
and traceless parts. It is convenient instead to decompose the spatial part of v into selfdual,
v+, and antiselfdual, v , parts. Note that the nonzero components of the decomposition
of a two-form  in the oscillator basis are

(+)
11
=
1
2
(11   22) ; (+)12 = 12 ; 
(+)
12
= 12 ; 
(+)
22
=  1
2
(11   22) ;

( )
11
=
1
2
(11 + 22) ; 
( )
12 = 12 ; 
( )
12
= 12 ; 
( )
22
=
1
2
(11 + 22) ;
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so that with respect to the complex structure + is the trace-free (1; 1) part, whilst   is
the (2; 0) + (0; 2) part and the trace. We observe that we may thus write
v
(+)
ij =
1
4
G
(+)
ij ; v
( )
ij =
3
4
G
( )
ij ; (4.14)
so v is given by
v =  3
2
e0 ^ d+ 1
4
G(+) +
3
4
G( ) =
3
4
de0   1
2
G(+) : (4.15)
The two-form bilinears of the spinor (4.1) are
X(1) =  e2(e1 ^ e2 + e1 ^ e2) ;
X(2) =  ie2(e1 ^ e2   e1 ^ e2) ;
X(3) =  ie2(e1 ^ e1 + e2 ^ e2) : (4.16)
Notice that the constraints on the connection imply that they are closed, since dX(i) = 0
is equivalent to demanding
2r0 = (!1;01 + !2;02)  (!0;11 + !0;22) = !1;01 + !1;01 = !2;02 + !2;02 ;
!0;12 = !1;02 ; !1;02 + !2;01 = 0 ; !;12 = 0 ;
r1 = !1;11 + !1;22 = !2;12 ; r2 = !2;11 + !2;22 =  !1;12 ; (4.17)
which are all implied by the gravitino Killing spinor equation. Dening
X (i)ij := ^ikX^
(i)
kj ; (4.18)
such that X^
(i)
ij are the components with respect to the vierbein e^
i,
1
2
X
(i)
ij e
i ^ ej = 1
2
(X
(i)
ij e
 2)e^i ^ e^j = 1
2
X^
(i)
ij e^
i ^ e^j ; (4.19)
we nd that the X (i) obey the algebra of the imaginary unit quaternions,
X (i)X (j) =  ijI+ ijkX (k) : (4.20)
This denes an almost quaternionic structure on the base space. If they are covariantly
constant they dene an integrable hypercomplex structure on the base, so we examine
r^X (i) = 0 ; i = 1; 2; 3 ; (4.21)
which is equivalent to demanding
!^11 + !^22 = 0 ; !^12 = 0 ; !^12 = 0 ;
which are again implied by the gravitino Killing spinor equation. We thus conclude the
base space is hyper-Kahler. Note that the spin connection and the curvature two-form on
the base are selfdual, !^
( )
i;jk = R^
( )
ij = 0.
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We turn next to the gaugini equations. For our representative, the linear system (C.10)
boils down to
@0M
I = FI = FI12 = 0 ; @M I = 4FI0 : (4.22)
Thus we have
@0M
I = 0 ; F I0i =  
4
3
M Iv0i +riM I ; F I( )ij =  
4
3
M Iv
( )
ij : (4.23)
We can eliminate v to nd
F I = e 2e0 ^ d(M Ie2) M IG( ) + F I(+)
=  d(M Ie0) +M IG(+) + F I(+) ; (4.24)
where the selfdual part of F is undetermined. Note that
V yF I = d(M Ie2) ; (4.25)
which, together with the Bianchi identity, implies that the Lie derivative of F I along V
is zero,
LV F I = d(V yF I) + V ydF I = 0 ; (4.26)
and thus F I , including its undetermined part, is independent of t. Since
dF I = dM I ^G(+) +M IdG(+) + dF I(+) ; (4.27)
the undetermined part of the eld strength satises
dF I(+) =  dM I ^G(+)  M IdG(+) : (4.28)
Let us introduce the selfdual two-form
I(+) := M IG(+) + F I(+) ; (4.29)
so imposing the Bianchi identity for F I is equivalent to demanding
dI(+) = 0 : (4.30)
We now turn to the auxiliary fermion Killing spinor equation. Next we wish to sub-
stitute for v in terms of G^ and . Carefully evaluating the covariant derivative of v
we obtain
r0v0i = 2e3v^ilr^l+ 1
2
e3G^ilv^
(0)l ; r0vij = 4e2v^(0)[i r^j]+ e4v^[ijlG^ lj] ;
rkv0i = e2r^kv^(0)i + e2v^(0)k r^i+ e2v^(0)i r^k  e2^ikv^(0)l r^l 
1
2
e4v^ilG^
l
k ; (4.31)
rkvij = e3r^kv^ij + 2e3v^ijr^k+ 2e3v^[ijkr^j]+ 2e3^[ijkv^j]lr^l+ e3v^(0)[i G^j]k :
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Using this the expressions dened in (C.15) become
A = D   3
2
e4G^( )  G^( )   1
2
e4G^(+)  G^(+)   3e2r^2+ 18e2(r^  r^) ;
Ai = 3e3

1
2
r^jG^(+)ji   1
2
r^jG^( )ji   G^(+)jir^j+ G^( )jir^j

;
Aij = 0 : (4.32)
Recall that in four dimensions for a two-form  we have the identity
r^jji = (d  )i ; (4.33)
so Ai is proportional to the Hodge dual of the 3 form d  e 2G, but G = e2d
, and hence
Ai = 0. Using this together with Aij = 0 in the linear system (C.14), one sees that the
latter is satised i A = 0. Thus the only additional condition arising from the auxilary
fermion equation is an expression for D,
D =
3
2
e4G^( )  G^( ) + 1
2
e4G^(+)  G^(+) + 3e2r^2  18e2(r^)2 : (4.34)
4.2 Killing spinor identities and equations of motion
Here we will examine the equations of motion using the Killing spinor identities in the
time-like basis, given in section D.1 for the representative (4.1). We obtain
E(A)0I   E(M)I = 0 ; E(A)iI = 0 ;
1
4
E(v) + E(D)v


+r0E(D) = 0 ;
1
4
E(v) + E(D)v
0i
 riE(D) = 0 ;
1
4
E(v) + E(D)v
12
= 0 ; E(e)a = 0 : (4.35)
Note that as the KSI are a consequence of the o-shell supersymmetry, these are valid for
all higher order corrections that can be added to the theory with the same eld content,
i.e. for any consistent truncation in which the SU(2) triplet elds in addition to N and
P are set to zero. In particular for any such corrected action, including the one under
consideration, it is sucient to impose the equations of motion
E(D) = 0 ; E(v)(+)ij = 0 ; E(M)I = 0 : (4.36)
Consider the contribution to the equation of motion coming from the Ricci scalar
squared action. Looking at the equations of motion coming from this invariant, we see
that the contribution to the gauge eld equation of motion vanishes. But we know from
the Killing spinor identities that E(A)0I = E(M)I . Looking at the scalar equation we read
o the identity
R =
4
3
v2   2
3
D2 ; (4.37)
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where these quantities are all dened on the full ve dimensional space. Using the condi-
tions we have found on the geometry and the expressions for the auxiliary elds we can
verify this identity directly. Turning to the contributions from this density to the other
equations of motion, we see that they vanish identically for any supersymmetric background
in the time-like class.
The equation of motion for D is therefore given by
0 =
1
2
(N   1) + c2I
48
e2

1
4
e2M I

1
3
G^(+)  G^(+) + G^( )  G^( )

+
1
12
e2G^(+)  ^(+)I +M Ir^2+ r^  r^M I   4M Ir^  r^

: (4.38)
The M I equation is more involved, but using (4.31), and the various identities we have
collected in appendix E, we nd
0 = e4

1
4
cIJK^
(+)J  ^(+)K   r^2

e 2NI

+
+
c2I
24
e4

r^2

3r^  r^  1
12
e2G^2(+)  
1
4
e2G^2( )

+
1
8
R^ijklR^
ijkl

: (4.39)
This computation has been checked in Mathematica using the package xAct [39, 40], and
the two equations above are in agreement with [24].
Finally, after a very long calculation and making extensive use of the identities in
appendix E we nd the equation of motion for v yields
0 =  4e2G^(+)ij + 2e2NI^I(+)ij
+
c2I
24

1
2
e6

1
3
G^2(+) + G^
2
( )

^
(+)I
ij  
1
3
e4

M IG^
(+)
kl + 2^
I(+)
kl

R^ klij (4.40)
+e4r^2

M I

G^
( )
ij  
1
3
G^
(+)
ij

  1
6
e 2r^2
h
e6^
I(+)
ij
i
  4e4r^[ir^k
h
M IG^
( )k
j]
i
;
where we have substituted for N using the equation of motion for D. To obtain this we
found it useful to consider the equation
E(v)ab + 4kE(D)vab = 0 : (4.41)
We have checked the KSI for this equation explicitly and indeed the electric component
and the anti-self-dual component automatically vanishes for k = 1, so that these parts of
the E(v)ab are automatic up to solving E(D). It is then sucient to solve the self-dual part
and taking k = 9 gives the equation above. This equation was not given in full generality
in [24], where the equation of motion was contracted with G^+. Note that the covariant
derivatives on the last term commute, and that whilst ^I is harmonic with respect to the
form Laplacian, it is not harmonic with respect to the connection Laplacian and instead
obeys (E.31). Finally note that this equation is selfdual as the antiselfdual part of the last
term and the manifestly antiselfdual term r2M IG^( )ij cancel using the identity (E.38).
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4.3 Towards general black hole solutions
In this section we shall comment briey on solving the remaining equations of motion,
in the case that the solution is a single centre black hole with a regular horizon. In [33]
a systematic analysis of the possible supersymmetric near horizon geommetries of the
ve dimensional theory inculding the truncated Weyl-squared invariant was performed,
assuming a regular compact horizon, regular elds and that the horizon is Killing with
respect to the Killing vector assocated to the Killing spinor bilinear. In the case of horizon
topology S3 it was found that the geometry may be squashed if a certain vortex like
equation admits non-constant solutions. Whether there exist squashed solutions or not,
following the analysis of the two derivative case in [36], it was demonstated that for a
supersymmetric black hole the geometry may be written as a U(1) bration of R4, and the
^I must vanish under some regularity assumptions. So to investigate the supersymmetric
black hole solutions with regular horizons one may always take R^ijkl = ^
I = 0. This means
that (4.39) may be solved for a set of harmonic functions on R4 which we label HI
e2HI +NI = c2I
24

3e2(r^)2   1
12
e4G^2(+)  
1
4
e4G^2( )

: (4.42)
Contracting this with the scalars and using it in (4.38) we nd
e 2(1  4N ) = HIM I + c2I
24
n
M I(r^2+ (r^)2)  r^  r^M I
o
: (4.43)
The v equation also simplies to yield
0 = 4e2G^(+)ij +
c2I
24

e4r^2

M I

G^
( )
ij  
1
3
G^
(+)
ij

 4e4r^[ir^k
h
M IG^
( )k
j]
i
; (4.44)
We note that at two derivative level G^+ vanishes, and can thus be dropped from the
correction terms to the equations of motion to order 0. Making this assumption the above
further simplies to give an expression for G^+ in terms of second derivatives of M I and ,
and d! . Note that the Laplacian of M IG^( ) only occurs to cancel the antiselfdual part of
dK , where dK  is dened as in (E.38), with  = M IG^. One would perhaps expect that
G^+ will only be non-zero in the case that the horizon is squashed, corresponding to the loss
of two commuting rotational isometries. It would be especialy interesting to investigate
this further, and also to use the analysis of [33, 41] to investigate the black ring solutions,
and we hope to report on these issues at a later date.
4.4 The second time-like representative
As is discussed in appendix B there is a second orbit with isotropy group SU(2) in the
space of spinors. This is related to the rst orbit by a Pin transformation that is not in
Spin, which is thus associated to a reection, rather than a proper Lorentz rotation of the
frame. In this section we will briey give the solution to the Killing spinor equations for
a representative of this orbit, which are of course very similar and which may be read o
from the general linear system presented in appendix C.
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The rst component is given by 1 = ee1, and again inspecting the linear system we
see that if it is satied for this component of the spinor, then it is automatically satised
for the second component 2, and indeed for the four linearly independent spinors with
rst components 1; 2; i1; i2. The one-form bilinear of the representive is the same as
in the case of the rst orbit, and the associated time-like vector eld is again Killing so
we may adapt the same coordinates. The non-zero components of the spin connection are
antiselfdual, !^
(+)
i;jk = 0 and thus R^
(+)
ij = 0. The two-forms associated to this representative
are dierent, and are now selfdual,
X(1) =  e2(e1 ^ e2 + e1 ^ e2) ;
X(2) = +ie2(e1 ^ e2   e1 ^ e2) ;
X(3) = +ie2(e1 ^ e1   e2 ^ e2) : (4.45)
They are closed, and induce endomorphisms X (i) on the base space, dened by (4.18). The
X (i) satisfy (4.20) and (4.21), so one has again an integrable quaternionic structure, and
thus the base is hyper-Kahler. The gaugino equation (C.10) gives us an expression for F I ,
F I =  e 2e0 ^ d(M Ie2) +M IG(+) + F I( )
= d(M Ie0) M IG(+) + F I( ) ; (4.46)
where now it is the antiselfdual part of the ux which is undetermined. Thus we dene the
closed form
I( ) := F I( )  M IG( ) ; (4.47)
and again, using the Bianchi identity, this is independent of t.
From the auxilary fermion equation we just get the same expression for D, after inter-
changing G^.
D =
1
2
e4G^( )  G^( ) + 3
2
e4G^(+)  G^(+) + 3e2r^2  18e2(r^)2 : (4.48)
In this case the independent EOM's are
E(D) = 0; E(M)I = 0; E(v)( )ij = 0 : (4.49)
The rst equation gives
0 =
1
2
(N   1) + c2I
24
1
2
e2

1
4
e2M I

G^(+)  G^(+) + 1
3
G^( )  G^( )

  1
12
e2G^( )  ^( )I +M Ir^2+ r^  r^M I   4M Ir^  r^

; (4.50)
whilst the second equation reads
0 = e4

1
4
cIJK^
( )J  ^( )K   r^2

e 2NI

+
c2I
24
e4

r^2

3r^  r^  1
12
e2G^2( )  
1
4
e2G^2(+)

+
1
8
R^ijklR^
ijkl

: (4.51)
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The auxiliary two form equation of motion is
0 =  4e2G^( )ij + 2e2NI^I( )ij
+
c2I
24

1
2
e6

1
3
G^2( ) + G^
2
(+)

^
( )I
ij  
1
3
e4

M IG^
( )
kl + 2^
I( )
kl

R^ klij (4.52)
+e4r^2

M I

G^
(+)
ij  
1
3
G^
( )
ij

  1
6
e 2r^2
h
e6^
I( )
ij
i
  4e4r^[ir^k
h
M IG^
(+)k
j]
i
;
which is antiselfdual.
5 Maximal time-like supersymmetry
In the consistent trunaction we are considering it is clear that we need only demand two
linearly independent Killing spinors to impose maximal supersymmetry. We include this
derivation here, as it is rather more direct than that presented in [25], which left some
solutions only conjecturally isometric to the near horizon BMPV geometry, and these
conjectures were subsequently proven in [37].
5.1 Killing spinor equations and geometric constraints
In the previous section we have only imposed the existence of one time-like Killing spinor,
so we wish to choose a second Killing spinor. Decomposing C under SU(2) we nd
C = C h1; e12i+ C he1; e2i : (5.1)
Note that for linear independence the second spinor must have a component in C he1; e2i,
since we have seen that the spinors implied by the existence of one spinor span C h1; e12i.
Now notice that we may act with the residual SU(2) gauge symmetry to write the spinor as
1 =  1 + e12 + ee1 ; (5.2)
where  is real. So choosing this as the rst component of a symplectic Majorana spinor
we have
 = ( 1 + e12 + ee1; i 1  ie12 + iee2) : (5.3)
Recall that the linear system is equivalent under the symplectic Majorana conjugate, in
fact it yields the (dual of the) complex conjugate system. Thus not only is it sucient
to consider the Killing spinor equations for the rst component of , but this implies that
the linearly independent spinor (2; 1) is also Killing. Now note that (i1; i2) and
(i2; i1) are also linearly independent and their linear systems are equivalent to the sys-
tem from 1. Finally we note that the sigma group [42] of the plane of parallel spinors of
the half-supersymmetric solution, (P) = Stab(P)=Stab(; ; ; ), is a rigid SU(2), where
P = C he1; ee12i, due to the supersymmetry enhancement found in the previous section.
So to summarize, by demanding the existence of one time-like Killing spinor  we saw
that this implied the existence of another three linearly independent Killing spinors, and
when demanding the existence of one more linearly independent to these we have maximal
supersymmetry.
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First let us consider the gravitino equation. The linear system (C.7) for 1 yields
p
2@0  e

!0;01   4
3
v01

= 0 ; (5.4)
@0 

1
2
 
!0;11   !0;22
  1
3
(v11   v22)

= 0 ; (5.5)
!0;12  
2
3
v12 = 0 ; e


!0;02  
4
3
v02

+
p
2@0 = 0 ; (5.6)
p
2@ 
p
2@  e (!;01 + 22v12) = 0 ; (5.7)
 @+

1
2
 
!;11   !;22

+
1
3
1v01 + 2v02

= 0 ; (5.8)
!;12  
2
3
2v01 = 0 ;

!;12 +
2
3
1v02

= 0 ; (5.9)
e

!;02  
2
3
1v12  
2
3
2 (v11 + 2v22)

+
p
2@   
p
2@ = 0 ; (5.10)
p
2@ 
p
2@  e

!;01 +
2
3
1 (2v11 + v22) +
2
3
2v12

= 0 ; (5.11)
 @+

1
2
 
!;11   !;22

+ 1v01 +
1
3
2v02

= 0 ; (5.12)
e
 
!;02   21v12

+
p
2@  
p
2@ = 0 : (5.13)
The rst four equations give
p
2@0 = 4e
+r^1 ;  
p
2@0 = 4e
+r^2 ; @0 = G(+) = 0 : (5.14)
From (5.9) and (5.8), (5.12) we obtain respectively
!^1;12 = !^2;12 = 0 ; !^1;12 =  2r^2 ; !^2;12 = 2r^1 ;
!^1;11   !^1;22 = 2r^1 ; !^2;11   !^2;22 =  2r^2 ; d =  d : (5.15)
From (5.7), (5.13) we get
r^1(e ) = 0 ; r^2(e ) = 0 ;p
2eG^
( )
12 = r^1(e ) = r^2(e ) ; (5.16)
and nally (5.10) and (5.11) give
r^1(e ) = 0 ; r^2(e ) = 0 ;p
2eG^
( )
11
= r^1(e ) = r^2(e ) : (5.17)
The gaugini equations (C.10) boil down to
rAM I = FI = 0 ; (5.18)
so
F I = 2M Ie0 ^ d M IG( ) : (5.19)
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The Bianchi identity for F I is therefore satised,
dF I = 2M Ide0 ^ d M IdG( ) = 0 : (5.20)
We can write the auxilary fermion equation as
(B + Bii)e1 = 0 ; (5.21)
since e is non-zero. Consider rst the Bi part, substituting Ai = 0 one gets
Bi =  4ijklrjvkl =  6ijkle3r^j(e 2G( )kl ) = 0 : (5.22)
Thus the condition remaining from (5.21) becomes simply B = 0, which yields
0 = 6e2

r^ir^i  2r^ir^i

= 6e4r^ir^ie 2 : (5.23)
Thus H = e 2 is harmonic on the base, whilst the expression for the auxiliary scalar D
becomes
D =
3
2
e4(G^( ))2   12r^ir^i : (5.24)
We note that as cd
 = e 2G^( ) is a closed anti-selfdual two-form, it can be written as
a constant linear combination of the hyper-Kahler two-forms on the base. As they are
covariantly constant with respect to the r^ connection, so is cd
. We can calculate (G^( ))2
from (5.16), (5.17) to get
(G^( ))2 = Re()2r^ir^i  2Re()r^ir^iRe() + r^iRe()r^iRe() ;
= Im()2r^ir^i  2Im()r^ir^iIm() + r^iIm()r^iIm() ; (5.25)
with similar expressions involving , where we have used the last equation of (5.15) to see
that e2(+) is just some positive constant, and moreover we can always rescale the spinor
 such that e(+) = 1=4.
The connection 1-forms !^ are completely determined and to compute the curvature
two-form, it is convenient to write
!^1 = r^1

M; M

+ 2r^2M ; !^1 =  r^1

M; M

+ 2r^2 M ;
!^2 =  r^2

M; M
  2r^1 M ; !^2 = r^2 M; M  2r^1M ; (5.26)
where M; M; [M; M ] are the linearly independent matrices (with index ordering (1; 1; 2; 2))
M =
0BBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
1CCCA ; M =
0BBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCA ; M; M =
0BBB@
 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0  1
1CCCA : (5.27)
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The nonzero components of the curvature two-form (with its coordinate indices attened
with the vielbein) can then be written
R^11 =  e 2r^1r^2e2M + e 2r^1r^2e2 M  

2r^1r^1  4r^2r^2

[M; M ] ;
R^22 =  e 2r^1r^2e2M + e 2r^1r^2e2 M +

2r^2r^2  4r^1r^1

[M; M ] ;
R^12 =  e 2r^2r^2e2M   e 2r^1r^1e2 M   e 2r^1r^2e2[M; M ] ;
R^12 =  e 2r^1r^1e2M   e 2r^2r^2e2 M + e2r^1r^2e2[M; M ] ;
R^12 =  
1
2
e2r^ir^ie 2M ; R^12 =  
1
2
e2r^ir^ie 2 M : (5.28)
Using the symmetries of the curvature tensor, in particular setting R^
( )
ij = 0 leads to
r^ir^jH 1 = 0 ; i 6= j ; r^1r^1H 1 = r^2r^2H 1 ; (5.29)
and we nd that the base space is locally at, as we also have that H is a positive harmonic
function. We can write r^2H = 0 in terms of H 1 as
r^ir^iH 1 + 2H 1r^iH 1r^iH 1 = 0 ; (5.30)
which allows us to rewrite the conditions on H in the concise form that appears in [25];
  r^ir^jH 1 + 1
2H
ij
pqr^pH 1r^qH 1 = 0 : (5.31)
Solving this equation we have that H = k, or H = 2k
r2
, where k is a positive constant and
r2 = (x1)
2 +    + (x4)2, and we have introduced coordinates such that the metric on the
base is ds^2 = ijdx
idxj .
Let us rst consider the case dH = 0. We thus have d = 0, the connection and
electric parts of v and F I vanish, as does the auxiliary scalar D, and we have two cases
to consider, depending on whether G( ) vanishes or not. In the case G( ) = 0, all of the
gauge and auxiliary elds vanish, and we are left with ve-dimensional Minkowski space.
Now let us take G( ) 6= 0. Setting f i = fRe(); Im();Re(); Im()g, we must have
f i 6= 0 8i from (5.25) and @0f i = 0 from the rst two eqs. of (5.14). Furthermore none of
the f i may be proportional. One can see this by making a (rigid) SU(2) transformation
in (P). In the case that any two of the f i are proportional, we may set one of them
to zero and hence obtain G( ) = 0, without loss of generality. G^  is now covariantly
constant and can be written as a constant linear combination of the hyper-Kahler two-
forms, G^( ) =
P(3)
(i)=(1) c
(i)X^(i). This implies
r^r^f i = 0 : (5.32)
Hence a suitable solution for the parameters of the Killing spinors is f i = aixi (no sum over
i, ai 6= 0 8i) in Cartesian coordinates on the base, where ai are constants and (a1)2 +   +
(a4)2 = G^( )2 = 4
P(3)
(i)=(1)(c
(i))2. Following [25] we next introduce SU(2) right-invariant
(or \left") one-forms 
(i)
L on the base such that X
(i) = 14d(r
2
(i)
L ), where from now on
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we will leave the sum over (i) implicit. Introducing Euler angles for SU(2) 0    ,
0    2, 0   < 4, which in terms of the cartesian coordinates are given by
x1 + ix2 = r cos

2
e
i
2
( +) ;
x3 + ix4 = r sin

2
e
i
2
(  ) ; (5.33)
these 1-forms have the parametrization

(1)
L = sind   cos sin d ;

(2)
L = cosd + sin sin d ;

(3)
L = d+ cos d ; (5.34)
and obey
d
(i)
L =  
1
2
(i)(j)(k)
(j)
L ^ (k)L : (5.35)
We can now solve for 
,

 =
kr2
4
c(i)
(i)
L : (5.36)
Let us now turn to the case H = 2k
r2
. In this case we have r(HG( )) = 0. We introduce
a new basis of anti-selfdual two-forms Q(i) = d(r 2(i)R ), where 
(i)
R denote SU(2) left-
invariant (or \right") one-forms. In terms of the Euler angles these are parameterized by

(1)
R =   sin d + cos sin d ;

(2)
R = cos d + sin sin d ;

(3)
R = d + cos d ; (5.37)
which obey
d
(i)
R =
1
2
(i)(j)(k)
(j)
R ^ (k)R : (5.38)
Then writing G^( ) = c(i)r2Q^(i), we nd

 =
2k
r2
c(i)
(i)
R : (5.39)
The ve-dimensional spacetime geometry is given by
ds2 =
r4
4k2

dt+
2k
r2
c(i)
(i)
R
2
  2k
r2

dr2 + r2d
3
2

: (5.40)
This is the near-horizon geometry of the rotating BMPV black hole [43]. Setting c(i) = 0
gives AdS2  S3.
In summary, we have the following cases:
 Five-dimensional Minkowski space. All coecients of the Killing spinors are constants
and all auxiliary and gauge elds vanish.
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 The Godel-type solution [25]. The scalars are constant, dM I = 0. The base space is
R4, the electric parts of the uxes vanish and d = 0. The metric can be written
ds2 = k 2

dt+
kr2
4
c(i)
(i)
L
2
  k dr2 + r2d
32 : (5.41)
Only the anti-selfdual parts of the magnetic components of v; F I are non zero and
are given by F^ I =  43M I v^( ) = M Ic(i)X^(i).
 AdS2  S3,
ds2 =
r4
4k2
dt2   2k
r2

dr2 + r2d
3
2

: (5.42)
The electric uxes are non-zero and given by F I = 12kM
Idt ^ dr.
 Near-horizon geometry of the BMPV black hole,
ds2 =
r4
4k2

dt+
2k
r2
c(i)
(i)
R
2
  2k
r2

dr2 + r2d
3
2

: (5.43)
We have electric and magnetic uxes with F I = 12kM
Idt ^ dr +M I c(i)
r2

(i)
R ^ dr.
We have derived these results o-shell in our consistent truncation, next we shall examine
the equations of motion by making use of the Killing spinor identities. The results for the
system if the rst Killing spinor is taken to be in the second orbit are similar, with self-
and anti-self-dual forms interchanged.
5.2 Killing spinor identities and equations of motion
In addition to (and using) the conditions derived from the half-BPS time-like case in (4.35),
we obtain
E(MI) = 0 ; E(AI) = 0 ;

1
4
E(v) + E(D)v
12
= 0 ;
1
4
E(v) + E(D)v
11
 

1
4
E(v) + E(D)v
22
= r0E(D) ;
1
4
E(v) + E(D)v
0i
=  riE(D) ; (5.44)
from which we immediately see that it is sucient to impose the single equation of motion
E(D) = 0 : (5.45)
This can be written as
0 =
1
2
(N   1) + c2I
144

M ID + 2v0iF I0j + v
ijF Iij

;
= (N   1) + c2I
72
M I

2e2r^ir^i+ 3
2
e4G^( )ijG^( )ij

: (5.46)
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Thus in the rst case, Minkowski space, we obtain the usual very special geometry condition
N = 1 ; (5.47)
while for the Godel-type solution and AdS2  S3 we get respectively
N = 1  c2
c(i)c(i)
12k2
; (5.48)
N = 1  c2
144k
; (5.49)
where we dened c2 = c2IM
I . Finally for the near-horizon BMPV solution, we obtain
N = 1  c2
36

1
k
+
3
k2
c(i)c(i)

: (5.50)
Note that these are all constant deformations of the very special geometry condition
N = 1. One may wonder whether this is a coincidence for the invariants we have considered,
or whether this will always be the case. Looking at the Killing spinor identities, tells us that
rE(D) = 0 ; (5.51)
so that corrections to the equation of motion of D and hence corrections to the very special
geometry condition
N = 1 +O(0) +    (5.52)
must be constant for the maximally supersymmetric time-like solutions. Again the results
if we take the rst Killing spinor to be in the second time-like representative are similiar,
up to a reection.
6 Null supersymmetry and the Ricci scalar squared invariant
In this section we will show that the Ricci scalar squared invariant does not aect the
equations of motion for the null class of supersymmetric solutions, without going into the
details of the geometries. This shows the power of the Killing spinor identities in analysing
higher derivative invariants. As shown in detail in appendix B a representative for the
orbit of Spin(1; 4) in the space of spinors with stability subgroup R3 has rst component
1 = (1 + e1) : (6.1)
Using the adapted basis (B.47) we nd the linear system presented in D.2. Taking z1 = 1
all others vanishing in this system yields
E(M)I = 0; E(A)+I = 0; E(A)iI = 0;
1
4
E(v)+  + E(D)v+  = 0;
r+E(D) = 0; 1
4
E(v)+i + E(D)v+i = 0; 1
4
E(v)ij + E(D)vij   ijkrkE(D) = 0;
a = +; ; i E(g)a jother bosons on-shell = 0; E(g)aj jother bosons on-shell = 0;
(6.2)
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and we conclude that the equations that remain to be solved are
E(D) = 0 ; E(A) I = 0 ; E(v) i = 0 ; E(g)++ = 0 : (6.3)
Notice however that the scalar equation is automatic, which imples that
R =
4
3
v2   2
3
D2 ; (6.4)
just as in the time-like case. Note that since this must arise due to the supersymmetry
conditions alone, and not any other equations of motion, that this is an identity for the
null class whether we couple to the Ricci scalar squared invariant or not, i.e. whether eI
vanishes or not. This completes the proof that the Ricci scalar squared invariant does not
contribute to the equations of motion of any supersymmetric solution in this consistent
truncation, and thus to any supersymmetric solution at rst order in 0.
7 Maximal supersymmetry in the general case
In this section we will work with the untruncated theory in order to show that the maxi-
mally supersymmetric solutions of the two derivative supergravity theory are those of the
minimal theory, i.e. the all order consistency of the maximally supersymmetric vacua. This
was discussed in [4], but there an on-shell hypermultiplet compensator was used. Due to
the construction of supersymmetric higher derivative invariants using the compensator, it
becomes important to have this multiplet o-shell. Whilst we have shown the Ricci scalar
invariant does not aect the solutions in the truncated case (and so to order 0 in the pres-
ence of the invariants we have considered), other invariants involving the compensating
multiplet may have some eect, as may the invariants we consider here when considering
their contribution to higher order in 0. In fact it is well known that this occurs, since
adding the cosmological constant density changes the theory in such a way that the only
maximally supersymetric solution at two derivative level is AdS5. We also wish to gen-
eralize to the case in which the higher derivative supergravity need not be the usual two
derivative one with perturbative corrections, but also allow the higher derivative terms to
have large coecients. The equations we wish to solve are
0 =ri+ 1
2
abv
abi  1
3
abv
abi+V ij j+
1
6
(=P+N)L
ijj  1
3

aV 0ija j ; (7.1)
0 =Di 2cabravbci 2abcdevbcvdeai+ 4
3
(v )2i abV ijabj
  2
3
=v(=P+N)Lijj+
4
3
=vaV 0ija j ; (7.2)
0 = 1
4
F Iab
abi  1
2
@M
Ii Y Iijj M I 1
3
=vi+
M I
6
(=P+N)Lijj M
I
3
aV 0ija j : (7.3)
Following exactly the logic of [4] we rst consider the gaugino equation (7.3) and impose
maximal supersymmetry. Asumming that not all of the M I vanish we nd
F I +
4
3
M Iv = 0 ; Y I =
1
6
M IN ; Y 0Iij = V 0ija = Pa = @aM
I = 0 ; (7.4)
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whilst from the auxilary fermion equation we further obtain
D =
8
3
v2 dv = 0 rbvba = 1
3
abcdevbcvde @[aVb] =  
1
3
Nvab : (7.5)
The gravitino equation then resembles the Killing spinor equation of the (U(1)) gauged
theory.
To proceed we consider the integrability condition of the gravitino Killing spinor equa-
tion, the scalar part of which yields @[aVb] = 0 so Nvab = 0 from (7.5). In the case v = 0 the
ux vanishes, and we obtain that N is constant from the part of the integrability condition
with one gamma matrix, whilst from the part with two gamma matrices we obtain
Rabcd =  N
2
9
(a[cd]b) ; (7.6)
so we have AdS5 in the case of non-vanishing N with radius l =
3
p
2
N and Y
I = 3
p
2
l M
I is
constant. In the case that N also vanishes the geometry is Minkowski space. Substituting
this information into the gravitino Killing spinor equation, we nd that for both AdS5 and
Minkowski space that V vanishes.
If, on the other hand, we assume vab is non-zero, then N vanishes. The integrability
condition then reduces to that of the ungauged minimal theory, and in particular does not
involve V. This integrability condition was solved in [25], and leads to the maximally
supersymmetric solutions of the ungauged theory. This then implies V vanishes upon
substitution into the gravitino equation.
If all of the M I vanish we nd that N = Pa = V
ij
 = Y Iij = F Iab = 0. The solution of
the Killing spinor equations yields exactly the maximally supersymmetric congurations
of the minimal ungauged theory, with the two-form v, which is closed, playing the role of
the gravi-photon eld strength.
Turning to the Killing spinor identities we nd from the gaugino KSI (2.19)
rE(Y )ijI = vE(Y )ijI = E(A)I = E(M)I = 0 ; (7.7)
whilst from the auxiliary fermion KSI we obtain (2.22)
rE(D) = E(V )ij = 0 ; M IE(Y 0)ijI = 0 ;
1
4
E(v) + E(D)v = 0 ; E(N) = 1
2
M IE(Y )I ; (7.8)
and the gravitino Killing spinor identity tells us, at least, that the Einstein equation is
automatic as long as we solve the other equations of motion. Notice that we have not yet
mentioned the equation of motion for P. This is because its variation does not involve
the gaugino or the auxiliary fermion, and so information about its equation of motion may
only come from the gravitino KSI. In order to avoid working with the full gravitino KSI,
we make the observation that in any case we need only solve the equations of motion of
D, P and Y
Iij as the others are then automatic from the proceeding discussion. The
vielbien equation of motion enters the gravitino KSI only with one gamma matrix so
further information may be obtained from the scalar and two-form part of the gravitino
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KSI, ignoring the contributions from the other equations of motion. First note that the
variation of Y Iij does not contain the gravitino, so E(Y )Iij will not appear in the gravitino
KSI. So we must solve this equation of motion i v vanishes, and this then implies the
equation of motion of N is satised. In particular we must solve it in the cases of Minowski
space or AdS5.
Furthermore we shall choose to solve the D equation of motion, and so may ignore this
contribution to the KSIs, since we know from experience the D equation is not automatic
even in the two derivative theory, and this implies the equation of motion of v is satised.
The relevant terms in the variation of P are given by
P a = 2ii
ab

N
2
 ib + 2(  v)Lij bj + 6Lijbj

; (7.9)
where
abib =
1
4
vab ib +
1
4
vcd
abcd ib  
1
6
vbc
bc ai   7
6
vbc
ac ib  
1
3
abcrb ic : (7.10)
We nd
i
2
P a = i

ji
N
2
ab + Lij

vcd
cdab   4vab + 7
2
vcd
abcd + 4vac
bc + 3vbc
ac

 jb
  2iabcrc jbLij : (7.11)
Integrating by parts, and using that we have
abcrci =  1
2
abccdev
dei +
1
3
abccdev
dei   1
6
abccNL
ijj
=

vab +
1
2
abcdvcd

i   N
2
abLijj : (7.12)
The part of the gravitino KSI without gamma matrices thus yields
vabE(P )b = 0 : (7.13)
From the part with one gamma matrix we obtain
E(P ) ^ v = 0 : (7.14)
Note that this means that as long as we solve the non-trivial equation of motion of D, we
do not have to solve the equation of motion for Pa in order for the Einstein equation to
be automatic for the maximally supersymmetric solutions, due to the appearance of Lij in
the relevant term of the Killing spinor identity.
Using this in the part with two gamma matrices we obtain
NE(P )a = 0 ; dE(P ) = 0 ; vcdE(P )b = 3vb[cE(P )d] : (7.15)
Clearly in Minowski space, where N = v = 0 we must therefore solve the equation of
motion for P , however we know that dE(P ) = 0. In AdS5 the Pa equation of motion is
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automatic, whilst in the case of the maximally supersymmetric solutions of the ungauged
theory with ux comparing (7.14) and the last equation of (7.15), we nd that if vab is
non-vanishing then the equation of motion for Pa is automatic.
In the case that all of the M I vanish, the Killing spinor identities imply that the
equations of motion that remain to be solved are those of D, and also Y Iij in the case
that v vanishes. Therefore the maximally supersymmetric congurations of the ungauged
minimal supergravity are maximally supersymmetric congurations also in the case of M I
all vanishing (with F Iab = 0 but v 6= 0), whilst AdS5 is not as in this case N vanishes.
Note that this may not occur in the two derivative case, as the equation of motion of D is
inconsistent at this level.
In summary, in the cases that v vanishes we have Minkowski space or AdS5. When
N vanishes we obtain Minkowski space and we must solve the equation of motion of D,
Pa and that of Y
Iij, whilst for non-vanishing N we obtain AdS5 and only need solve the
equation of motion for D and Y Iij. It is instructive to consider how this works in the two
derivative case, with and without a cosomological constant. Consider the two derivative
density of (A.52) in addition to the (bosonic part of) the cosmological constant density
given by using the physical vector multiplets and the compensating linear multiplet directly
in (A.17),
L(L V)jbosonic = gI

Y Iij  Lij   1
2
AIa  P a +
1
2
M I N

; (7.16)
where we allow gI also to vanish, allowing us to consider the U(1) gauged and ungauged
cases together. Now AdS5 is a solution if and only if N is non-zero, and N must be
constant and is inversely proportional to the AdS radius. In the two derivative case we
have N = 1 the very special geometry condition from the D equation of motion and from
the Y Iij equation of motion we obtain gI = NIJY J = 6
p
2
l NI which contracting with M I
implies l = 18
p
2
gIMI
directly relating the coupling of the cosmological constant density to the
AdS radius, and clearly in this case we must have gIM
I 6= 0. In the general case of an
arbitrary supersymmetric action, however, gI may be zero and we still have this solution,
but the gauging will be higher derivative and the theory may contain ghosts. In the case
of Minkowski space in the two derivative case we have the very special geometry condition
from the D equation of motion, and gI = 0 from the Y
I equation of motion and gIA
I
 = 0
from the P equation of motion, so as expected we only have Minkowski space if we do
not couple to the cosmological constant density at two derivative level. In the general
case however it is possible that there are Minkowski space solutions in theories which have
non-zero coupling to the cosmological constant, if there is a suitable cancellation in the
equations of motion.
In the case that the eld v and hence the ux does not vanish, it is clear that the
only remaining equation to solve is that of D. However we immediately run into a contra-
diction. Examining the equations of motion for Pa and Y
I in the two derivative case we
obtain gIA
I
 = 0 and gI = 0, but this contradicts the assumption that vab is non-zero unless
gI vanishes, so again these are only maximally supersymmetric solutions in the ungauged
theory. In the general case however these may also be solutions whether or not the cos-
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mological constant is included, but only if these contributions to the equations of motion
are cancelled. This may be impossible given that the invariants that may be used to con-
struct such a cancellation must be higher (than zero) derivative invariants. This leads us
to question under what assumptions the Killing spinor identities are valid. We should note
that the Killing spinor identities for o-shell theories are a consequence of supersymmetry
alone, and so they for hold for each supersymmetric density taken in isolation. However
the equations of motion of Y I and Pa for the cosmological constant density (with non-zero
coupling) are singular in the sense that they imply det e = 0 when taken in isolation, and
so the full equations need to be checked. In particular if we include densities which have
singular equations of motion individually, we must check each of these equations of mo-
tion, as the Killing spinor identities are no longer valid for them. The task is considerably
simplied by noting that for any densities which do not have singular equations of motion
taken in isolation, the Killing spinor identities hold, and the contributions from such in-
variants vanish. In fact this also occurs with the equation of motion for D, which is why
we have to introduce the compensator in the rst place at two derivative level, but we have
avoided this subtlety by choosing to always solve this equation. In all cases the corrections
to the very special geometry condition will be constant, as will corrections to the eective
cosmological constant. In the case of Minkowski space we also have that dE(P ) = 0. In
particular we nd that invariants with singular equations of motion, as dened above, play
an important role in whether the maximally supersymmetric solutions of the theory are
those of the gauged or ungauged two derivative theories.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we reexamined the supersymmetric solutions of higher derivative minimally
supersymmetric ve dimensional supergravity. In particular we have shown the power of
the Killing spinor identities in analysing these solutions in the presence of higher derivative
corrections, particularly when combined with the spinorial geometry techniques. We have
shown, as expected from string theory, that the Ricci scalar squared invariant does not
aect the supersymmetric solutions of the ungauged theory at order 0, as the corrections
to the equations of motion for the supersymmetric solutions are trivial at this order. This
was quite easy to see from the form of the contributions to the equations of motion coming
from this invariant, but was simpled by using the Killing spinor identities. In fact, using
the Killing spinor identities, we did not even have to solve the Killing spinor equations to
conclude this.
We reexamined the geometry of the time-like class of solutions, and were able to give
compact expressions for the full equations of motion, without any simplifying assumptions,
complementing the analysis of [24]. We then examined the maximally supersymmetric
solutions in the time-like class, streamlining the derivation to avoid the additional solutions
of [25] which were later shown to be isometric to the near-horizon geometry of the BMPV
black hole [37]. We then went on to show that the maximally supersymmetric solutions are
unchanged apart from a constant deformation of the very special geometry condition and
the cosmological constant, generalizing the work of Meessen [4] to the case of an o-shell
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compensating multiplet. We found that the equation of motion of the auxilary eld P
is automatic, with the exception of the Minkowski space solution. However we also found
that it was necessary to consider this equation of motion, as it leads, at two derivative level,
to the fact that the solutions with ux of the ungauged two derivative theory, cannot be
maximally supersymmetric solutions when we couple to the cosmological constant density.
In fact, as the Killing spinor identities are valid for any supersymmetric density with non-
singular equations of motion (i.e. those which do not imply det(e) = 0 for non-zero coupling
when taken in isolation), we may quickly analyze the equations of motion of each invariant
individually, to see if they present terms which will exclude some of the solutions, if they are
not cancelled by contributions from other densities. Note that this implies that there must
be constraints on the couplings of densities with singular equations of motion in order to
achieve the desired cancellation for any particular maximally supersymmetric conguration
to solve the equations of motion of the particular theory. We note that the usual gauged or
ungauged two derivative theories are given by a linear combination of such invariants, the
zero derivative cosmological constant density, and the two derivative densities formed from
the vector multiplets and the compensating multiplet. The former has singular equations
of motion for Y Iij, whilst the latter two have singular equations of motion for D. Indeed
it is well known that it is necessary to take the latter two densities to both have non-zero
couplings so that the D equation is consistent.
Whilst our analysis does not lead to new maximally supersymmetric solutions (apart
from AdS5, as o-shell there is no dierence between the Abelian gauged and ungauged
theories, and the possibility of the usual ungauged solutions, but with vanishing scalars,
M I and v playing the role of the gravi-photon eld strength), the remaining equations of
motion may lead to constraints, restricting the known geometries. Whilst this has no eect
at leading order for the invariants we have considered one would expect this to become
important at some nite order, or for supergravities for which the higher derivative den-
sities are not perturbative corrections to the two derivative action, at least in the case of
invariants with singular equations of motion. When considering higher derivative correc-
tions from string theory, the choice of eective Lagrangian, i.e. the choice of the couplings
of the dierent invariant densities, may still have a dramatic eect on the supersymmetric
spectrum, the non-vanishing of V 0ij for example leading to solutions that only preserve one
out of the eight supersymmetries. In the time-like case this leads to solutions for which
the complex structures on the base are not closed, but are instead parameterized by V ij
which vanishes to leading order in the ungauged case.3
It would be particularly interesting to study the Ricci tensor squared invariant (or
equivalently the Riemman tensor squared invariant), that was constructed in superspace
in [23], but has yet to appear in components, along with the F 4 and o-diagonal invariants
constructed in [44]. One wonders whether it is possible to choose the couplings of the
invariants by eld redenitions allowed by string theory in higher dimensions, such that
the supersymmetric solutions are those of the truncated theory. In [13] the o-shell version
of the alternative supergravity of Nishino and Rajpoot [45, 46] with one vector multiplet was
3In the U(1) gauged case, V is non-zero at leading order whilst V
0ij
 = 0 at the two derivative level.
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constructed, and was extended to arbitrary number of Abelian vector multiplets in [47].
Interestingly in these theories, which are constructed in the dilaton-Weyl multiplet, the
Riemman tensor squared invariant is known in component form [48],4 and can be added
to the Weyl-squared invariant, resulting in the Gauss-Bonnet invariant [14], which was
generalized to an arbitrary number of Abelian vector multiplets in [5]. It turns out that for
the particular case of Gauss-Bonnet the auxiliary elds N and Pa may be eliminated by
their equations of motion in the absence of the cosmological constant invariant. If this is
again the case for the standard Weyl multiplet, and if the eld V ij can be treated in a similar
way, then the o-shell supersymmetric spectrum will be the same as the truncated case
discussed in [24] and in this work. If this is not the case, the same eect would also occur
if the coupling of the Ricci tensor squared invariant may be choosen to produce equations
of motion for the auxiliary elds that only have Pa = N = V
ij
 = Y Iij = 0 as solutions,
in which case the Ricci scalar squared invariant would not aect the other equations of
motion for the supersymmetric solutions, as we have discussed above. In recent work [49]
string theory corrections in the eective ve dimensional theory coming from the Heterotic
theory have been analysed, and it would be interesting to perform the same general analysis
presented here, using the o-shell theory decribed in [47] and references therein.
The gauged theory has been discussed before, in [50] black holes in the order 0 U(1)
gauged theory were discussed by integrating out the auxiliary elds after the inclusion of
the Weyl tensor squared invariant, whilst in [51], some supersymmetric solutions of the
U(1) gauged theory coupled to an abritary number of on-shell hypermultiplets were dis-
cussed in the presence of the Weyl squared and Ricci squared invariants. Clearly an o-shell
classication of the supersymmetric solutions of the U(1) gauged case would be desirable,
particularly in holographic applications, however a fuller understanding of the freedom to
choose the couplings in the invariants in that case would also be useful, as the supersym-
metric spectrum in the general case is much more complicated, and in particular when V ij
does not vanish there may exist solutions that preserve only one of the eight supersymme-
tries, but this could be avoided by choosing a particular eld redenition allowing for an
eective theory with supersymmetric solutions more similar to the two derivative case.
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A Action and equations of motion
We shall briey review the o-shell superconformal construction of two derivative, Weyl ten-
sor squared and Ricci tensor squared supersymmetric action with arbitrarily many Abelian
vector multiplets in the standard Weyl multiplet [6, 7]. Our starting point is the rigid ex-
ceptional superalgebra F (4), generated by
Pa; Mab; D; Ka; Uij; Qi; Si; (A.1)
where a; b; : : : are at Lorentz indices, i; j; : : : are SU(2) indices, Qi and Si are symplectic-
Majorana spinors in the fundamental of SU(2). We raise and lower the SU(2) indices using
the antsymnmetric tensor ij where 12 = 
12 = 1. We will also make use of the (NW)-(SE)
convention so that for example  = ii = 
ijji. The geometrical interpretation of the
generators is as follows:
 Pa: spacetime translation
 Mab: Lorentz transformation
 D: dilatation
 Ka: special conformal transformation
 Uij: internal SU(2) transformation
 Qi: Poincare supersymmetry transformation
 Si: conformal supersymmetry transformation.
In order to upgrade to the local theory, a gauge eld is introduced for each of the
generators; we have respectively
ea; !
ab
 ; b; f
a
 ; V
ij
 ;  
i
; 
i
 : (A.2)
Conventional constraints in this case are taken to be
R^(P )a = 0 ; 
R^(Q)i = 0 ; e

b R^(M)
ab
 = 0 ; (A.3)
which make ! ab ; fa and, 
i
 into composite elds. As discussed in [7] these constraints are
avoidable, however in the following we will use them to simplify the derivation. Covariant
derivatives D^ and D are dened as
D^ := @  
X
XA=Mab;D;Uij;Ka;Qi;Si
hAXA ;
D := @  
X
XA=Mab;D;Uij
hAXA : (A.4)
Auxiliary elds have to be introduced as we can see counting bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom. The total number of components of the bosonic gauge elds (not
including the composite ! ab ; fa) is 25 + 5 + 15 = 45, which must be reduced by the total
number of bosonic generators (including Mab;Ka) 5 + 10 + 1 + 5 + 3 = 24, giving 21
degrees of freedom. On the fermionic side we have 40 components from the gravitino, and
8 + 8 = 16 real supercharges, hence 24 fermionic degrees of freedom. We can bring the
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number of both bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom to 32 by adding a two-form, a
scalar and an SU(2)-Majorana spinor
vab; D; 
i : (A.5)
We thus obtain the standard-Weyl superconformal multiplet
ea; b; V
ij
 ; vab; D;  
i
; 
i ; (A.6)
for which we record only transformation rules which will be useful for our discussion:
ea =  2ia  ;
vab =  1
8
iab  3
2
iR^(Q)ab ;
D =  iaD^a  8ivabR^(Q)ab + i ;
 i = Di +
1
2
abv
abi   i ;
i = Di   2cabiD^avbc + R^(U)ijkjk   2aiabcdevbcvde + 4vababi ;
V ij =  6i(ij) + 4i(i  v j)  
i
4
(i
j) + 6i(i j) ; (A.7)
where i; i are innitesimal parameters of Qi;Si transformations respectively.
The explicit expressions
i =

 1
3
ea
b +
1
24

ab

R^(Q)iab

i=0
;
R^(Q)i = 2r[ i] + b[ i]   2V ij[ k]jk + vabab[ i]   2[i] ;
R^(U)ij = 2r[V ij]   2V i[jkV kj] + 12i  
(i
[
j)
]   4ivab  
(i
[ab 
j)
] +
1
2
i  
(i
[]
j) ;
D^vab = rvab   bvab + 1
8
i  ab+
3
2
i  R^(Q)ab ;
D^i = Di  D i + 2cab iD^avbc   R^(U)ij kjk
+ 2a iabcdev
bcvde   4vababi ; (A.8)
will also be needed during Poincare gauge-xing. r will always refer to the spin covariant
derivative.
Abelian vector elds will be introduced by means of superconformal vector multiplets
AI; M
I ; 
Ii; Y Iij ; (A.9)
consisting of a 1-form, a scalar, an SU(2)-Majorana spinor and an auxiliary symmetric
SU(2)-triplet of Lorentz scalars. These transform as
AI =  2i
I + 2iM I  ;
M I = 2i
I ;
Y Iij = 2i(iaD^a
j)I   i(i  v
j)I   i
4
(ij)M I   2i(i
j)I ;

Ii =  1
4
F Iab
abi   1
2
aD^aM Ii + Y Iijj  M Ii : (A.10)
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We shall also introduce an o-shell linear multiplet as our compensator as was done
in [5, 13].5 The linear multiplet is also a key ingredient for nding supersymmetric actions
Lij; 'i; Ea; N; (A.11)
and consists of a SU(2)-symmetric real scalar, an SU(2)-Majorana spinor, a vector, and a
scalar. The importance of linear multiplets can be understood by looking at the supersym-
metry transformation of Lij, which reads
Lij = 2i(i'j) : (A.12)
Note the invariance under Si supersymmetry. Suppose we have a composite real symmetric
bosonic eld which is Si-invariant, and let us denote it L
ij: its supersymmetry transforma-
tion must be of the form 2i(ij) for some suitable fermion i. We therefore have found the
rst two elements of a linear multiplet. In order to close the multiplet one has to look at
i supersymmetry transformation, on the right hand side of which one can read o Ea; N .
This procedure can be used to embed Weyl and vector multiplets into a linear multiplet.
The remaining tranformation rules under supersymmetry and special supersymmetry read
'i =  aD^aLijj + 1
2
aEa
i +
N
2
i + 2(  v)Lijj   6Lijj ;
Ea = 2iabD^b'  2iabcvbc'+ 6ibvab'  8ia' ;
N =  2iaD^a'  3i(  v)'+ i
2
ijLij   6i' ; (A.13)
where
D^Lij = @Lij   3bLij   2V (i kLj)k   2i  (i'j) ;
D^'i = D'i   i =DLij j   1
2
(=E +N) i   2(  v)Lij j   6Lijj ;
D'i = r'i   7
2
b'
i + V ij 'j : (A.14)
A.1 Superconformal action
The starting point of determination of supersymmetric actions is the construction of a
supersymmetric Lagrangian (up to surface terms) out of a given linear and vector multiplet:
L(L V) = Y ij  Lij + 2i
  + 2i ai a
j  Lij
  1
2
Aa 

Ea   2i  bba+ 2i  (ijb abc jj)c Lij

+
1
2
M 

N   2i  aa  2i  (ija ab jj)b Lij

: (A.15)
5In [4, 24] a hyper-multiplet was taken as compensator however to avoid subtleties arising from central
charge and constraints for the closure of the superconformal algebra o-shell we shall instead use a linear
multiplet. One can easily map to a hypermultiplet compensator and due to the gauge xing this seems
to change very little. In the component formalism that we adopt it is only known how to take a single
hypermultiplet o-shell without resorting to an innite number of auxiliary elds. To our knowledge this
was rst done in the superconformal formalism in [52]. In superspace however an o-shell formalism for
general hypermultiplets is known [18, 19, 22], and is discussed at length in the interesting papers [23, 53].
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In this equation we adopt the notation
Z  (: : : ) := ZITI (: : : ) ; (A.16)
where Z stands for a member of vector multiplet and TI are U(1)
nV +1 generators. Trun-
cating fermions we have
L(L V)jbosonic = Y ij  Lij  
1
2
Aa  Ea + 1
2
M N : (A.17)
All terms in the supersymmetric action we are going to study are of this form. They dif-
fer because of the dierent composition of the linear multiplet and vector multiplet. In par-
ticular, in addition to a vector-linear coupling, we will consider the following compositions
 Linear multiplet composed of two vector multiplets, L[V;V]. This composition is
well known and is given in [7, 8]. The resulting Lagrangian turns out to be totally
symmetric in the three vector multiplets and is given by
LV =  Y ij  Lij[V;V] + 1
2
Aa  Ea[V;V]  1
2
M N [V;V]
= N

1
2
D   1
4
R+ 3v2

+ 2NIvabF Iab +
1
4
NIJF IabF Jab
 NIJ

1
2
DaM IDaMJ + Y IijY Jij

+
1
24
e 1abcdecIJKAIaF
J
bcF
K
de : (A.18)
where v2 := vabv
ab and N = 16cIJKM IMJMK is an arbitrary cubic function of the
scalars, and subscripts I; J; : : : denote partial derivatives with respect to M I :
NI := @
@M I
N = 1
2
cIJKM
JMK ; NIJ := @
@M I
@
@MJ
N = cIJKMK : (A.19)
 Vector multiplet composed of a linear multiplet, which leads to a linear-linear action.
Only the leading component of this composition was given in [7], but was given
completely in [13] in dierent conventions.6 Dening L =
p
LijLij in the current
conventions7 this reads
M = L 1N + iL 3 'i'jLij ;

i =  L 1

=^D'i + 1
2
(v  )'i + 1
4
Lijj

+ L 3

( =^DLij)Ljk'k + 1
2
(N   =E)Lij'j

+ iL 3'j 'i'j + 3iL 5LijLkl'j 'k'l ;
F^ = 2D[(L 1E])  2L 1R^ij(U)Lij + 2L 3LlkD[LkpD]Llp
+ 2iD[(L 3 'i]'jLij) + iL 1 'R^(Q) ;
Yij =  L 1

CLij +
1
2
v2Lij   D
4
Lij

+ L 3DaLk(iDaLj)mLkm
+
1
4
L 3(E2  N2)Lij + L 3EaLk(iDaLj)k +    ; (A.20)
6One can check this by using appendix B of [5], where we take an additional minus sign for all elds in
the vector multiplet i.e. take A =  A0, 
i = 12i, Y ij = Y 0ij and M = , since with this choice we arrive
at the same rst component of the embedding as in [7].
7It is useful to note the SU(2) index identity LikL
k
j =
1
2
ijLklL
kl.
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where the rst three expressions are given in their entirety, but we have not given
fermion bilinear terms in the last expression.8 In order to use this embedding it is
essential to note that for the closure of the algebra, the contraint DaEa is necessary.
This constraint can of course be solved in terms of a three form
E =
1
12
DE ; (A.21)
which exhibits the gauge symmetry
(2)E = @[
(2)
] : (A.22)
Dening a two form E by
E = DE ; E = E ; (A.23)
we can rewrite the action formula (A.15) by partial integration as
LV L =  Y ij  Lij + 1
24
A@E   1
2
M N ;
=  Y ij  Lij + 1
4
FE
   1
2
M N ; (A.24)
which allows us to use the embedding (A.20) directly to obtain the linear-linear
action, for which we record the bosonic part
e 1LL = L 1LijLij   LijDLk(iDLj)mLkmL 3  N2L 1
  1
4
PP
L 1 +
1
2
Lv2   1
4
DL+
1
4
L 3PLlk@L
kp@Lpl
+
1
2
P@(L
 1P + 2V ij LijL
 1) ; (A.25)
where L2 = LijL
ij, P, P are the bosonic parts of E,E and the bosonic part of
LijLij is given by
LijLij = Lij(@m + 4bm + !nnm)DmLij   2LijV in kDnLjk  
3
8
L2R ; (A.26)
and where the superconformal deriviative of Lij is given by
D^Lij = (@   3b)Lij   2V (i kLj)k   2i  (i'j) : (A.27)
We can also use the emdedding (A.20) in the vector multiplet action to produce the
Ricci scalar squared invariant coupled to vector multiplets. Labelling the composite
vector multiplet V] and considering the coupling CI]] we may obtain this invariant,
however it is easier to construct using gauge xed quatities, so we shall give its gauge
xed form in the next section.
8The rst three expressions can be used along with the supersymmetry variations to reproduce these
terms, and as we will gauge x 'i = 0, which appears at least once in all such terms, they will not contribute
to our analysis.
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 Linear multiplet constructed from Weyl multiplet squared, L[W2]. In order to get
a mixed Chern-Simons gravitational term the embedding of the square of the Weyl
multiplet into the linear multiplet is realized schematically as
Lij  i ^R(Q)(iR^(Q)j) ) i  R^(M)ababR^(Q)i
) Ea  abcdeR^(M)bcR^(M)de : (A.28)
This embedding is given in its entirety in [6]. Here arbitrary constants c2I are used
in order to contract I; J; : : : indices of the vector multiplet. One obtains
LC2 =
c2I
24

 Y IijLij[W2]  1
2
AIaE
a[W2] +
1
2
M IN [W2]

=
c2I
24

1
16
abcdeAIaR^(M)bcfgR^(M)
fg
de  
1
12
abcdeAIaR^(U)
ij
bcR^(U)ijde
+
1
8
M IR^(M)abcdR^(M)abcd   1
3
M IR^(U)ijabR^(U)ijab +
1
12
M ID2
+
1
6
DvabF Iab  
1
3
M IR^(M)abcdv
abvcd   1
2
R^(M)abcdF
Iabvcd
+
8
3
M IvabD^bD^cvac + 4
3
M ID^avbcD^avbc + 4
3
M ID^avbcD^bvca
  2
3
M IabcdevabvcdD^fvef + 2
3
abcdeF Iabvcf D^fvde
+ abcdeF Iabvcf D^dv fe  
4
3
F Iabv
acvcdv
db   1
3
F Iabv
abvcdv
cd
+ 4M Ivabv
bcvcdv
da  M Ivabvabvcdvcd   4
3
Y Iijv
abR^(U)ijab

: (A.29)
A.2 Poincare gauge-xing
We are now in a position to break superconformal invariance down to super-Poincare
invariance. First of all, we set the gauge eld of dilatations to zero, b = 0, which can be
done consistently since it appears in our Lagrangian only in covariant derivatives of matter
elds, not in curvatures. Note that under a special conformal transformation of parameter
a we have
b =  2 ; (A.30)
so our gauge xing choice breaks invariance under conformal boosts. Next, we set
@Lij = 0 ; L
2 = 1 ; (A.31)
which breaks local SU(2) down to global SU(2)9 and breaks dilatational invariance respec-
tively. As far as the fermion is concerned, we set 'i = 0. Since its Q-, S-supersymmetry
transformation before gauge-xing is
'i =  aD^aLijj + 1
2
aEa
i +
N
2
i + 2(  v)Lijj   6Lijj ; (A.32)
9Choosing a particular value for Lij, for example Lij =
1p
2
ij would further break this down to U(1),
but doesn't simplify the expressions.
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consistency requires  to be xed in terms of  in order to make this variation vanish.
Multiplying this expression with Lij our gauge choices imply
i =
1
3
vabab
i   1
6
(=E +N)Lijj +
1
6
a(V 0ija   2LikLjlV 0akl)j ; (A.33)
where we found it useful to dene a splitting of the SU(2) eld V ij = V 0ij + LijV, where
V = V
ij
 Lij so that V
0ij
Lij = 0. Examining the last term we nd that L
ikLjlV 0akl =  12V 0ija
so we obtain
i =
1
3
vabab
i   1
6
(=E +N)Lijj +
1
3
aV 0ija j : (A.34)
We can immediately write down the supersymmetry transformations of the funfbein and
of the gravitino as
ea =  2ia  ;
 i = ri +
1
2
abv
abi   1
3
abv
abi
+ V ij j +
1
6
(=E +N)L
ijj   1
3

aV 0ija j : (A.35)
Next we consider the auxiliary fermion: since we will be concerned with the bosonic sector
of the theory we can write
i = Di   2cabravbci   2abcdevbcvdeai + 4
3
(v  )2i   abV ijabj
  2
3
=v(=E +N)Lijj +
4
3
=vaV 0ija j + fermion bilinears (A.36)
and discard such bilinears, where we dened V ij = 2@[V
ij
] + 2V
ik
[ V
j
]k and at this point
we do not expand this quantity in terms of the V and V
0ij
 elds. Let us now examine the
auxiliary 2-form: its supersymmetry transformation is determined by the equations
vab =  1
8
iab  3
2
iR^(Q)ab ;
R^(Q)i = 2r[ i] + 2V ij[ k] jk + vabab[ i]   2[i] ;
i =

 1
3
ea
b +
1
24

ab

R^(Q)iab

i=0
: (A.37)
A straightforward calculation gives
vab =
1
2
ivab
  + iv[aj b]  
1
2
iv[ajb]   
1
8
iab
  3
2
ir[a b]  
3
4
i[ajrb]  +
3
4
i[ajr b]
  3
2
iiVij[a 
j
b]  
3
4
ii[ajVb]ij j +
3
4
ii[ajV

ij  
j
jb] : (A.38)
Next we turn to the auxiliary scalar D. We should compute D^ and then gauge x. To
this end note that in
D^i = Di  D i + 2cab iD^avbc   abR^(U)ijab kjk
+ 2a iabcdev
bcvde   4vababi (A.39)
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one has D^vab = rvab up to fermion bilinears, so that
D^i = ri + V ij j  D i + 2cab iravbc
+ 2a iabcdev
bcvde   4vababi   abV ijab kjk + fermion trilinears : (A.40)
One can thus write
D =  iifef

ri   Vijj   abVijab j  D i + 2cab iravbc
+ 2a iabcdev
bcvde   4vababi

  8ivabR^(Q)ab   1
3
ivabab
  i
6
i(=E +N)Lij
j +
i
3
iaV 0aijj + (fermion trilinears) : (A.41)
Once again straightforward computation gives
D= 4i rv 2i vv+i

D  2
3
v2

 +
22
3
ivv

 
 
 2ivv  2i rv+4i rv 4i rv
 12ivr +4ivr  4ivr  12iviV ij  j
+4iviV

ij 
j
 4iviVij j 
1
3
iv ir+iiVijj
  i
6
i(=E+N)Lij
j+
i
3
iaV 0aijj iicabVijab jc+(fermion trilinears) : (A.42)
Finally for the Weyl multiplet we compute
V ij =  
i
4
(i
j) + terms involving the gravitino ; (A.43)
where we will not need the gravitino terms in our analysis.
Now consider the vector multiplet. In this case we just have to replace  and note that
D^aM I = raM I = ea@M I : We obtain
AI =  2i
I + 2iM I  ;
M I = 2i
I ;

Ii =  1
4
F Iab
abi   1
2
@M
Ii   Y Iijj
 M I 1
3
vabab
i +
M I
6
(=E +N)Lijj   M
I
3
aV 0ija j ;
Y Iij = 2i(iara
j)I   2i(iaV j)a k
kI  
2i
3
V k(ia ka

j)   i
3
(iabv
ab
j)I
  i
4
(ij)M I : (A.44)
Finally we need the transformation rules for the unxed elds in the compensating linear
multiplet. The non-trival transformations are
N =
i
2
Lij
ij + gravitino terms ;
Pa = gravitino terms : (A.45)
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We will only consider the gravitino terms, which arise from the non-vanishing of D' even
after setting ' = 0, in the special case of maximal supersymmetry, and so we will not give
the full expressions here, but to derive them it is useful to note that
j =
1
4
v
a ja  
1
2
a(r[ ja] + V ij[ a]i) 
1
6
vbc
abc ja +
5
12
vabb 
j
a
+
1
4
=v j +
1
6
va
ab jb +
1
12

ab(ra jb + V ija  bi) : (A.46)
We now summarize the eect of gauge-xing on the superconformal Lagrangians con-
structed above. The Lagrangian LV is virtually unchanged, the only dierence being the
removal of the gauge eld b from the supercovariant derivatives. The compensating linear-
linear action now becomes
e 1LL =  

3
8
R+
1
4
D   1
2
v2

  3
2
V 0ijV
0
ij  N2 +
1
4
PP
 + PV ; (A.47)
As far as Weyl-squared Lagrangian is considered one nds (modulo fermions)
LC2 =
c2I
24

1
16
abcdeAIaCbcfgC
fg
de +
1
8
M ICabcdCabcd +
1
12
M ID2 +
1
6
DvabF Iab
+
1
3
M ICabcdv
abvcd +
1
2
CabcdF
Iabvcd +
8
3
M Ivabrbrcvac   16
9
M IvabvbcR
c
a
  2
9
M Iv2R+
4
3
M Iravbcravbc + 4
3
M Iravbcrbvca   2
3
M Iabcdevabvcdrfvef
+
2
3
abcdeF Iabvcfrfvde + abcdeF Iabvcfrdv fe  
4
3
F Iabv
acvcdv
db   1
3
F Iabv
abvcdv
cd
+ 4M Ivabv
bcvcdv
da  M Ivabvabvcdvcd   1
12
abcdeAIaV
ij
bcVijde  
1
3
M IV ijabVijab
 4
3
Y Iijv
abV ijab

: (A.48)
C denotes the Weyl tensor: it appears because the conventional constraints imply R^(M)
is traceless. Note also that in the rst term the Weyl and Riemman tensors may be used
interchangeably. The new terms with the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar arise by virtue of
the identity
vabD^bD^cvac = vabrbrcvac   2
3
vacvcbR
b
a  
1
12
v2R ; (A.49)
which arises because whilst we have set b = 0 its full superconformally covariant derivative
does not vanish. Finally, note the change of sign in terms containing one Weyl tensor, which
is due to our conventions for the Riemann and Weyl tensors, which are those of [54] and
are dierent from those of [6].
We have yet to construct the Ricci squared invariant. By gauge xing using the
compensating linear multiplet the bosonic parts of the embedding into the vector multiplet
become
M ] = N ;
F ] = 2@[P]   4@[V] ;
Y ]ij = 2rV 0(ikLj)k +
1
4

P 2 + 4V  P  N2   2v2 +D + 6V 0kla V 0akl +
3
2
R

Lij : (A.50)
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Using this composite vector multiplet, which we denote V], in the vector multiplet action
with the coupling CI]] = eI we obtain the density
e 1L = E
"
N2

1
4
D   1
8
R+
3
2
v2

+ 2Nv  (dP   2dV ) + 1
4
(dP   2dV )2   1
2
(dN)2
  1
16

P 2 + 4V  P  N2   2v2 +D + 6V 0ijaV 0aij +
3
2
R
2
+ 2raV 0ijarbV 0bij
#
+ eI

N2F I  v + N
2
F I  (dP   2dV ) NdN  dM I
 1
2
NY I

P 2 + 4V  P  N2   2v2 +D + 6V 0kla V 0akl +
3
2
R

 4NY 0IijrV 0(ikLj)k +
1
8
e 1abcdeAIa(dP   2dV )bc(dP   2dV )de

: (A.51)
If one considers the two-derivative theory with Lagrangian
L2 = LV + 2LL =
=
1
2
D(N   1)  1
4
(N + 3)R+ (3N + 1)v2 + 2NIv  F I
+NIJ

1
4
F I  F J   1
2
@M I  @MJ   Y IijY Jij

+
1
24
1pjgjCIJKAIF JFK
  3V 0ijV 0ij   2N2 + 1
2
PP
 + 2PV ; (A.52)
one nds non-propagating equations of motion for auxiliary elds. In particular note that
D acts as a Lagrange multiplier in order to implement the constraint
N = 1 ; (A.53)
and that thanks to this constraint the Ricci scalar acquires the canonical normalization.
Similarly to what was shown in [50] for a hypermultiplet compensator, the auxiliary elds
N;P; V; V 0; Y I can be completely eliminated from the Lagrangian, and we arrive at the
on-shell ungauged Poincare supergravity coupled to Abelian vector multiplets.
A.3 Equations of motion
Here we record the equations of motion for the Lagrangian (3.2) which is a consistent
truncation of the sum of two derivative theory with the four derivate Lagrangians derived
above. Luckily we will not have to solve all of these equations as the Killing spinor identities
imply that some of their components are automatic for supersymmetric solutions. Denoting
the two derivative action S2 and the four derivative pieces of the action SC2 and SR2s so
that the action for this theory is S = S2 +SC2 +SR2s and taking as the independent elds
10
10As we are concerned with the Einstein equation only in the case where all other bosons are on-shell we
can interpret E(v); E(D); E(A); E(M) as variational derivatives with respect to either (ea; vab; D;M I ; AI)
or (g ; v ; D;M
I ; AI) indierently.
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D;M I ; v ; A
I
; g the equations of motion for the two derivative theory are given by
1pjgj S2D = 12 (N 1) ; 1pjgj S2v = 2 NIF I+(3N+1)v ;
1pjgj S2M I =

1
2
D  1
4
R+3v2

NI+cIJK

1
4
F J FK+ 1
2
rMJ rMK

+NIJ(2F Jabvab+r2MJ) ;
1pjgj S2AI = cIJK

1
8
abcdF JabF
K
cd +F
JaraMK

+4NIrava (A.54)
+NIJ(4varaMJ+raF Ja) ;
1pjgj S2g = 14(N+3)

R  1
2
gR

  1
4
D(N 1)g+2(1+3N )

vav
a
 
1
4
v2g

+NIJ

1
2
F IaF
Ja
+4F
I
a(v
a
) 
1
2
rM IrMJ

 NIJ

1
8
F I F J+F I v  1
4
rM I rMJ

g+
1
4
(rrN r2N g) :
where lower case latin indices refer to the vielbein, and greek indices refer to the coordi-
nates and we have found it convenient to express all contracted indices in terms of the
veilbein. For the contraction of two p-forms ;  we use the notation   := a1apa1ap
and 2 :=   .
The additional contributions from the Weyl-squared Langrangian are given by
1pjgj SC2g = c2I24

  1
8
h
abcd(jreF IabR ecd j)
i
+
1
4

M I

 Cabc(jRabcj) +
4
3
RabC
a b
  + 2C
bcd
 Cbcd  
1
4
gC
abcdCabcd

+ 2rarbM ICa b 

  1
24

gM
ID2

+
1
3

Dv(
aF I)a  
1
4
gDv
abF Iab

+
1
3

M I
 
Rabc(   4Cabc(

vabv)
c +
4
3
Rabv
av
b   1
3
Rv
ava +
1
6
Rv
2
 1
2
gCabcdv
abvcd

+ 2rarbvavbM I + 4
3
rar(v)bvabM I  
2
3
r2vavaM I
+
2
3
grarbvacvcbM I + 1
6
 
gr2  rr

vabvabM
I

+

1
2
Rabc(v)
cF Iab +rarbv(aF I)
b
+
1
3
rar(jvj)bF Iab +
1
3
rar(F Ib)vba
+
1
3
r2F Ia(v)a  
1
3
grarbvacF Ibc + 2
3
RabF
Ia
(v
b
)
+
1
12
 
R  rr + gr2

vabF
Iab +
1
6
RF Ia(v)a
 

F Ia(v
bc + va(F
Ibc

Cj)abc  
1
4
gF
IabvcdCabcd

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1
+
8
3

M I

va(r)rbvab + vabrbr(va) + v(jararbvj)b  
1
2
gvabrbrcvac

+rav(jarbM Ivj)b  r(v)arbM Ivab +
1
2
gravabrcM Ivbc  raM Ivabr(v)b

  16
9

M I

vav
bRab   2vabva(R)b  
1
2
gv
abvb
cRac

+
1
2
r2M Iv(javaj)
+
1
2
grarbM Ivacvcb  rar(jM Ivabvbj)

  2
9

M I

2v
avaR+ vabv
abR   1
2
gRvabv
ab

   rr   gr2M Ivabvab
+
4
3

M I

(rvab)(rvab) + 2(ravb)(ravb)  1
2
g(ravbc)(ravbc)

+ 2raM I(rav(jb)vbj) + 2raM I(r(jvab)vbj)   2raM I(r(jvbj)))vab

+
4
3

M I

2(r(jvab)(ravbj)) + (ravb(j)(rbvj)a) 
1
2
g(ravbc)(rbvca)

+ra

M Ivb(r)vba +M Ivb(ravb)  M Ivbar(jvbj)

  2
3
h
M Iabcdevabvcdr(jvej)   abcder(jM Ivabvcdvej)
  abcd(jreM Ivabvcdvj)e +
1
2
g
abcderfM Ivabvcdvef

+
2
3
h
abcdeF Iabvc(r)vde   2abcd(jreF Iabvcevdj)
i
+
h
abcdeF Iabvc(jrdvej) + abcd(jreF Iabvcevdj)
i
  4
3

2F Ia(v)
bvbcv
ac   2F Iabva(v)cvbc  
1
2
gF
I
abv
acvcdv
db

  1
3

2F Ia(v
a
)vbcv
bc + 2F Iabvabvcv
c
   1
2
gF
Iabvabv
cdvcd

+
h
16M Ivabv
b
(v)cv
ca   2gM Ivabvbcvcdvda
i
+

4M Ivabv
abvcv
c +
1
2
gM
Ivabv
abvcdv
cd

; (A.55)
1pjgj SC2D = c2I144 DM I + v  F I	 ; (A.56)
1pjgj SC2M I = c2I24

1
8
CabcdCabcd +
1
12
D2 +
1
3
Cabcdv
abvcd +
8
3
vabrbrcvac   16
9
vabvbcR
c
a
  2
9
v2R+
4
3
(ravbc)(ravbc) + 4
3
(ravbc)(rbvca)  2
3
e 1abcdevabvcdrfvef
+4vabv
bcvcdv
da   (v2)2

; (A.57)
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1pjgj SC2v = c2I24

1
6
DF I +
2
3
M ICabv
ab +
1
2
CabF
Iab +
8
3
M Ir[jravj]a
  8
3
r[jraM Ivj]a + 32
9
M Iv[aR
]a   4
9
M IRv   8
3
raM Irav
  8
3
raM Ir[v]a   4
3
M Iabcvabrdvcd + 2
3
abcd[r]M Ivabvcd
+
2
3
abcd[F Iabr]vcd  
2
3
abcrdF Iabvcd + abcd[F Iabrcvd] + abcd[rcF Iabvd]
+
8
3
F
I[
av
]
bv
ab   4
3
F Iabv
avb   1
3
v2F I   2
3
 
F I  v v   16M Ivabvavb
 4M Iv2v

; (A.58)
1pjgj SC2AI = c2I24

1
16
abcdCabefC
ef
cd  
1
3
raDva  raCabcvbc +
4
3
abcdravberevcd
+2abcdravbercv ed +
8
3
ravabvbcvc + 2
3
ravav2

; (A.59)
where we have used the convention in the higher devivative corrections that the covariant
derivative acts on all quantities to its right, unless the brackets indicate otherwise. From
the Ricci scalar squared density we obtain
1pjgj SRs2D = 43ED

2
3
D   4
3
v2 +R

;
1pjgj SRs2M I = eI

2
3
D   4
3
v2 +R
2
;
1pjgj SRs2v =  163 E

2
3
D   4
3
v2 +R

v ;
1pjgj SRs2AI = 0 ;
1pjgj SRs2g = E
(
2

2
3
D   4
3
v2 +R

R   8
3
vav
a

  1
2
g

2
3
D   4
3
v2 +R
2)
+ 2
 rr   gr2 E 2
3
D   4
3
v2 +R
2
: (A.60)
B Spinors and forms
In this appendix, we summarize the essential information needed to realize spinors of
Spin(1,4) in terms of forms and we review some facts about the orbits of the action of
Spin(1,4) on spinors.
B.1 Conventions
Let V = R4 be a real vector space with orthonormal basis e1; e2; e3; e4, and consider the
subspace U spanned by the rst two basis vectors e1; e2. The space of Dirac spinors is
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c = 
(U 
 C), with basis 1; e1; e2; e12 = e1 ^ e2. The gamma matrices are represented
on c as
i = i(e
i ^  + eiy) ; i+2 =  ei ^  + eiy ; (B.1)
where i = 1; 2. 0 is dened by
0 = 1234 : (B.2)
Here,
 =
1
k!
j1:::jke
j1 ^ : : : ^ ejk (B.3)
is a k-form and
eiy =
1
(k   1)!ij1:::jk 1e
j1 ^ : : : ^ ejk 1 : (B.4)
One easily checks that this representation of the gamma matrices satises the Cliord
algebra relations fa; bg = 2ab, where ab = diag(1; 1; 1; 1; 1). Note that 0 is
Hermitian, while 1; : : : ; 4 are anti-Hermitian. Moreover,
T0 = 0 ; 
T
i = i ; 
T
i+2 =  i+2 : (B.5)
The Dirac, complex and charge conjugation matrices satisfy
DaD 1 = ya ; BaB 1 = a ; CaC 1 = Ta : (B.6)
A natural choice for the Dirac conjugation matrix is
D = i0 ; (B.7)
which corresponds to D = D+ and leads to the desired (anti-)Hermiticity properties men-
tioned above. The other conjugation matrices are related to D by
C = BTD ; (B.8)
but it can be shown that in this case only C = C+ and B = B+ exist and are both
antisymmetric. We take them to be
C =  34 ; B = i12 ; (B.9)
which is compatible with (B.5). The action of B and C on the basis forms is
B1 =  ie12 ; Bej = ijkek ; Be12 = i1 ; (B.10)
C1 =  e12 ; Cej =  jkek ; Ce12 = 1 ; (B.11)
where ij = 
ij is antisymmetric with 12 = 1. Due to B
B =  1, the Majorana condition
i y0 =  TC is inconsistent. One introduces therefore an SU(2) doublet  i of spinors, and
imposes the symplectic Majorana condition i iy0 = ij jTC, or equivalently
 i = Bij j : (B.12)
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For an arbitrary spinor  with rst component
 1 = 1 + 1e
1 + 2e
2 + e12 ; (B.13)
where ; i and  are complex-valued functions, (B.12) implies
 2 = i1  i2e1 + i1e2   ie12 : (B.14)
Let us dene the auxiliary inner product
hiei; jeji =
2X
i=1
i i (B.15)
on U 
 C, and then extend it to c. A Spin(1; 4) invariant inner product on c is then
given by
B(; ) = hC; i : (B.16)
Notice that Spin(1; 4) invariance of (B.16) is equivalent to
B(; ab) + B(ab; ) = 0 ; (B.17)
which can be easily shown using (B.6). Let us also point out that, since the pairing h; i
is antilinear in its rst argument, B(; ) is a bilinear pairing which only depends on the
spinors ,  and not their complex conjugates , , and is therefore a Majorana bilinear.
Let us use the symbol ~B to denote the paring of symplectic Majorana spinors constructed
with B by contraction of SU(2) indices,
~B(; ) = 1
2
ij B(i; j) = 1
2
ijhC i; ji : (B.18)
Let us record the symmetry and reality properties of this pairing,
~B(; a1:::ap) = sG ~B(; ap:::a1) ; ~B(; a1:::ap) =   ~B(; ap:::a1) ; (B.19)
where sG = +1 if the spinors are Grassmann-even, sG =  1 if they are Grassmann-odd.
We have assumed (ab) = ba to derive the second identity.
B.2 Review of the orbits of Spin(1; 4)
We wish to simplify the task of solving the Killing spinor equations by using the gauge
freedom Spin(1; 4). There are four orbits of Spin(1; 4) in c, the zero spinor which we
disregard, two with isotropy group SU(2) and one with isotropy group R3.
To see this rst we shall investigate the stability subgroup of the spinor 1, i.e. the
subgroup of Spin(1; 4) which leaves 1; e12 invariant. Let
S() := exp

1
2
abab

(B.20)
be a Spin(1; 4) transformation; it leaves 1 invariant if and only if
1
2
abab1 = 0 : (B.21)
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Thus an element of the stability subgroup of 1 can be written as
S() = exp

i

2
~n  ~( )

; (B.22)
where  2 [0; 4], ~n is an Euclidean unit three-vector and

( )
1 :=  
i
2
(14 + 23) ;

( )
2 :=
i
2
(12 + 34) ;

( )
3 :=  
i
2
(13   24) : (B.23)
The label ( ) refers to the fact that these operators act non-trivially only on the subspace
( ) := f 2  : 0 =   g = span(e1; e2) ; (B.24)
while they annihilate
(+) := f 2  : 0 =  g = span(1; e12) : (B.25)
We can represent the  = (+) +( ) decomposition by means of a matrix block-diagonal
representation of gamma matrices and generators in the ordered basis f1; e12; e1; e2g. The
matrix representations of the Hermitian generators ~( ) and of the stability transforma-
tions turn out to be
~( ) =
 
0 0
0 ~
!
;
exp

i

2
~n  ~( )

=
 
I 0
0 cos 2 + i sin

2~n  ~
!
: (B.26)
Thus the stability subgroup of 1 is isomorphic to SU(2). One can verify that this SU(2) is
also the stability subgroup of e12.
Similarly acting on e1 we nd

(+)
1 :=  
i
2
(23   14) ;

(+)
2 :=  
i
2
(12   34) ;

(+)
3 :=
i
2
(13 + 24) ; (B.27)
and we obtain another SU(2);
~(+) =
 
~ 0
0 0
!
;
exp

i

2
~n  ~(+)

=
 
cos 2 + i sin

2~n  ~ 0
0 I
!
: (B.28)
This SU(2) is also the stability subgroup of e2.
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It is evident from their block-diagonal form that these SU(2)-isomorphic subgroups of
Spin(1; 4) commute, thus we have an explicit representation of the well known isomorphism
Spin(4) = SU(2) SU(2) : (B.29)
Now let SU(2) act on C2 in the fundamental representation and let us write z  z0 if
z; z0 2 C lie in the same orbit. We then have 
z1
z2
!

 pjz1j2 + jz2j2
0
!
8z1; z2 2 C: (B.30)
To see this note that the following identity holds for ; ;  2 R and   0:
ei3ei1ei3
 

0
!
=
 
 cos ei(+)
 sin ei( +

2
)
!
: (B.31)
On the right hand side we can recognize the general element of C2 satisfying jz1j2+jz2j2 =2.
Thus we can conclude that given
 = z1 + we12 + z
1e1 + z
2e2 2  ; (B.32)
we are always able to perform a Spin(1; 4) transformation which carries  to
 0 =  1 +  e1 ; (B.33)
where
 :=
p
jzj2 + jwj2 ;  :=
p
jsj2 + jtj2 : (B.34)
Hence there will be no loss in generality restricting to  = 1 + e1 with ;   0 in the
following.
Let us now act on  with a Lorentz boost generated by 03:
exp (x03) = ( coshx+  sinhx)1 + ( sinhx+  coshx)e1 =: 
0(x)1 + 0(x)e1 :
Four cases are possible:
  =  = 0 :
 is the zero spinor and constitutes an orbit of its own;
  =  > 0 :
we have 0(x) = 0(x) = ex and hence we can always set 0(x) = 0(x) = 1 by
choosing x =   log ;
  >  :
under this assumption equation 0(x) = 0 has exactly one root given by
x0 =  arctanh

;
one has 0(x0) =
p
2   2;
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  <  :
under this assumption equation 0(x) = 0 has exactly one root given by
x0 =  arctanh

;
one has 0(x0) =
p
2   2.
To summarize we have the following.
Let Spin(1; 4) act on  and let us write    0 if  ; 0 2  lie in the same orbit.
Given  = z1 + we12 + z
1e1 + z
2e2,
if jzj2 + jwj2 = jz1j2 + jz2j2 = 0 then  = 0 ;
if jzj2 + jwj2 = jz1j2 + jz2j2 > 0 then   1 + e1 ;
if jzj2 + jwj2 > jz1j2 + jz2j2 then   1
p
jzj2 + jwj2   jz1j2   jz2j2 ;
if jzj2 + jwj2 < jz1j2 + jz2j2 then   e1
p
jz1j2 + jz2j2   jzj2   jwj2 :
As a consequence, in order to study Killing spinor equations we will be able to set
the Killing spinor equal to e(x)1, e(x)e1 and 1 + e1 in turn exhausting all inequivalent
possibilities under local Lorentz transformations.
It remains to nd the stability subgroup of 1 + e1. Examining
1
2
abab(1 + e1) = 0 ; (B.35)
we see that the stability subgroup of 1 + e1 is generated by
X := 34   04 ;
Y := 13 + 01 ;
Z := 23 + 02 ; (B.36)
which satisfy
X2 = Y 2 = Z2 = XY = Y X = Y Z = ZY = XZ = ZX = 0 : (B.37)
We see that for ; ;  2 R,
exp(X + Y + Z) = 1 + X + Y + Z ; (B.38)
and so the stability subgroup of 1 + e1 is isomorphic to the Abelian additive group R3.
Note that this is also the stability subgroup of (e2   e12).
We may therefore always choose, up to a Spin(1; 4) transformation, the rst component
of the rst Killing spinor to be
 = (e1; iee12) ; (B.39)
or
 = (ee1; iee2) ; (B.40)
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which have stability subgroup SU(2), or
 = ((1 + e1); i(e2   e12)) ; (B.41)
with stability subgroup R3.
Consider the two dierent SU(2) orbits. They are not related by a Spin0(1; 4) trans-
formation, the connected to the identity component of Spin(1; 4). Instead they are related
by a Pin(4) transformation followed by an SU(2)Spin(1; 4) transformation
1
2
(13 + 24) 1(e
e1; iee2) = (e1; iee12): (B.42)
Spin0(1; 4) transformations are those that project onto proper orthochronous Lorentz
rotations of the frame, SO(1; 4)+. Note that Pin(4) is generated by i, where i = 1;    ; 4,
and is associated with a spatial reection. Indeed the Pin(4) transformation
! 1 ;
 ! 1(1) 1 ; (B.43)
acts on the gamma matrices as
0 !  0; 1 ! 1; 2 !  2; 3 !  3; 4 !  4 : (B.44)
Note that this preserves C but changes the sign of B and D. Hence we will consider the
two representatives  = (e1; iee12) and  = (ee1; iee2) to be equivalent, up to local
orthogonal transformations. Given this, we will focus on the representative e1, however
for completeness we will give the conditions arising from choosing a Killing spinor in the
second orbit.
B.3 Useful bases for SU(2) and R3 orbits
In the case of the SU(2) orbits, it will prove useful to work in an oscillator basis of gamma
matrices, dened by
  =
1p
2
(+2 + i) ;   =
1p
2
( +2 + i) ;  = 1; 2 : (B.45)
Furthermore, let us dene  0 = 0. Note that  
y
 =  . The Cliord algebra relations
in this basis are f ; g = 2g and f ; g = f ; g = 0, where the nonvanishing
components of the hermitian metric g read g11 = g11 = g22 = g22 = 1. The spinor 1 is a
Cliord vacuum,  11 =  21 = 0, and the representation c can be constructed by acting
on 1 with the creation operators  1; 2. The action of the new gamma matrices and the
Spin(1; 4) generators on the basis spinors is summarized in table 1.
The bilinears of section 4 are built with the pairings B, ~B introduced in (B.16), (B.18)
starting from the spinor i specied in (B.39). More explicitly, treating i as Grassmann
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1 e1 e2 e12
 0 1  e1  e2 e12
 1  
p
2e1 0  p2e12 0
 1 0  
p
2 0  p2e2
 2  
p
2e2
p
2e12 0 0
 2 0 0  
p
2
p
2e1
 01
p
2e1 0  p2e12 0
 01 0  
p
2 0
p
2e2
 02
p
2e2
p
2e12 0 0
 02 0 0  
p
2  p2e1
 11  1 e1  e2 e12
 12 2e
12 0 0 0
 12 0 0 2e
1 0
 12 0  2e2 0 0
 12 0 0 0  2
 22  1  e1 e2 e12
Table 1. The action of the gamma matrices and the Spin(1; 4) generators on the dierent basis
elements.
even, one nds
e2 =  i ~B(; ) ; V = e2e0 =  i ~B(; 0) ;
X(1) =  e2(e1 ^ e2 + e1 ^ e2) = 1
4
B(1; 1)e ^ e   1
4
B(2; 2)e ^ e ;
X(2) =  ie2(e1 ^ e2   e1 ^ e2) = i
4
B(1; 1)e ^ e + i
4
B(2; 2)e ^ e ;
X(3) =  ie2(e1 ^ e1 + e2 ^ e2) =  B(1; 2)e ^ e ; (B.46)
where ,  are ve-dimensional spacetime indices, and fe0; e1; e2; e1; e2g is a funfbein
adapted to the oscillator basis of gamma matrices f 0; 1; 2; 1; 2g constructed above.
For the orbit with stabilizer R3 we will use the basis
  :=
1p
2
(0  3) ;
 1 :=  4 ;
 2 :=  2 ;
 3 :=  1 : (B.47)
where we have  +123 = +1 :
The associated (real) funfbein turns out to be
E =
1p
2
(e0  e3) ; E1 =  e4 ; E2 =  e2 ; E3 =  e1 : (B.48)
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The new form of the at metric is
AB =
0BBBBB@
0 1
1 0
 1
 1
 1
1CCCCCA = AB ; A;B =  ;+; 1; 2; 3 : (B.49)
It will be convenient to write the spinors in the basis
f1 + e1; e12   e2; 1  e1; e12 + e2g ; (B.50)
with the rst component of a generic spinor written as
1 = z1(1 + e
1) + z2(e
12   e2) + z3(1  e1) + z4(e12 + e2) ; (B.51)
where the zi are complex spacetime functions. The symplectic-Majorana conjugate of this
spinor is
2 = iz2(1 + e
1)  iz1(e12   e2) + iz4(1  e1)  iz3(e12 + e2) : (B.52)
The action of the new gamma matrices and the Spin(1; 4) generators on these basis spinors
is summarized in table 2.
C Killing spinor equations in a time-like basis
Gravitino equation. Demanding the vanishing of the gravitino variation for a bosonic
background implies
 i =

r + 1
2
vabab   1
3
vabab

i = 0 : (C.1)
Focusing on the rst symplectic Majorana component and making use of the identities
abc = abc   acb + abc ; abc =  1
2
abcde
de ; (C.2)
one gets 
@0  2
3
v0
ii  1
2
! i0;0 i0+

1
4
! ij0;  
1
6
vij(+)+
1
6
vij( )

ij

= 0 ;
@i+
2
3
v0i0  2
3
vi
jj 

1
2
! ji;0 +
1
3
v
(+)j
i  
1
3
v
( )j
i

j0+
1
4
! jki; jk+
1
6
v0
jijkl
kl

= 0 ;
(C.3)
where we dened !a;bc = e

a!;bc. Decomposing this in the time-like oscillator basis for a
generic spinor,
 = 1 + 1e
1 + 2e
2 + e12 ; (C.4)
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1
(1 + e1) (e12   e2) (1  e1) (e12 + e2)
   0 0
p
2(1 + e1)
p
2(e12   e2)
 +
p
2(1  e1) p2(e12 + e2) 0 0
 1  (e12   e2) (1 + e1) (e12 + e2)  (1  e1)
 2 i(e
12   e2) i(1 + e1)  i(e12 + e2)  i(1  e1)
 3  i(1 + e1) i(e12   e2) i(1  e1)  i(e12 + e2)
  + (1 + e1) (e12   e2)  (1  e1)  (e12 + e2)
  1 0 0
p
2(e12   e2)  p2(1 + e1)
  2 0 0  i
p
2(e12   e2)  ip2(1 + e1)
  3 0 0 i
p
2(1 + e1)  ip2(e12   e2)
 +1  
p
2(e12 + e2)
p
2(1  e1) 0 0
 +2 i
p
2(e12 + e2) i
p
2(1  e1) 0 0
 +3  i
p
2(1  e1) ip2(e12 + e2) 0 0
 12 i(1 + e
1)  i(e12   e2) i(1  e1)  i(e12 + e2)
 13 i(e
12   e2) i(1 + e1) i(e12 + e2) i(1  e1)
 23 (e
12   e2)  (1 + e1) (e12 + e2)  (1  e1)
Table 2. The action of the gamma matrices and the Spin(1; 4) generators on the dierent basis
elements.
we obtain the linear system
@0 

1
2
!0;

+
1
3
v

  1p
2

!0;01  4
3
v01

  2p
2

!0;02  4
3
v02

 

!0;12+
2
3
v12

= 0 ;
 

1
2
!0;01+
2
3
v01

  @01p
2
+
1p
2

1
2
 
!0;11 !0;22
  1
3
(v11 v22)

  2p
2

!0;12 
2
3
v12

+

1
2
!0;02+
2
3
v02

= 0 ;
 

1
2
!0;02+
2
3
v02

+
1p
2

!0;12 
2
3
v12

  @02p
2
  2p
2

1
2
 
!0;11 !0;22
  1
3
(v11 v22)

 

1
2
!0;01+
2
3
v01

= 0 ;


1
2
!0;12+
1
3
v12

+
1p
2

1
2
!0;02 
2
3
v02

+
2p
2

 1
2
!0;01+
2
3
v01

+
@0
2
+

1
4
!0;

+
1
6
v

= 0 ; (C.5)
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@ 

1
2
!;

 v0

  1p
2
(!;01+22v12)
  2p
2
(!;02 21v12) !;12 = 0 ;
 

1
2
!;01+
1
3
1 (2v11 v22) 2v12

 @1p
2
+
1p
2

1
2
 
!;11 !;22

+
1
3
1v01+2v02

  2p
2

!;12+
2
3
1v02

+

1
2
!;02+
1
3
v2

= 0 ;
 

1
2
!;02+1v12 
1
3
2 (v11 2v22)

+
1p
2

!;12 
2
3
2v01

 @2p
2
+
2p
2

 1
2
 
!;11 !;22

+1v01+
1
3
2v02

 

1
2
!;01  1
3
v1

= 0 ;


1
2
!;12 
1
3
v0


+
1p
2

1
2
!;02 
1
3
1v12 
1
3
2 (v11+2v22)

  2p
2

1
2
!;01 
1
3
1 (2v11+v22)+
1
3
2v12

+
@
2
+

1
4
!;

+
1
2
v0

= 0 ; (C.6)
@+

 1
2
!;

+
1
3
v0

+
1p
2

 !;01  2
3
1 (2v11+v22) 
2
3
2v12

+
2p
2

 !;02+ 2
3
1v12 
2
3
2 (v11+2v22)

+

 !;12+ 2
3
v0


= 0 ;


 1
2
!;01+
1
3
v1

  @1p
2
+
1p
2

1
2
 
!;11 !;22

+1v01+
1
3
2v02

+
2p
2

 !;12+
2
3
2v01

+

1
2
!;02+1v12+
1
3
2 (v11 2v22)

= 0 ;
 

1
2
!;02+
1
3
v2

+
1p
2

!;12+
2
3
1v02

 @2p
2
+
2p
2

 1
2
 
!;11 !;22

+
1
3
1v01+2v02

+

 1
2
!;01+
1
3
1 (2v11 v22)+2v12

= 0 ;

2
!;12+
1p
2

1
2
!;02 1v12

  2p
2

1
2
!;01+2v12

+
1
2
@+

1
4
!

+
1
2
v0

= 0 : (C.7)
Notice that taking the dual of the complex conjugate of this system, we obtain the system
for the symplectic Majorana conjugate of . This implies that if a spinor  solves the
gravitino equation, then so does its symplectic Majorana conjugate.
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Gaugino equation. From the vanishing of the gaugino variation for a bosonic back-
ground one has

Ii =

 1
4
F Iab
ab   1
2
@M
I   1
3
M Ivabab

i = 0 : (C.8)
Dening
FIab = 1
4
F I ab +
1
3
M Ivab ; (C.9)
and expanding in the oscillator basis we obtain


1
2
@0M
I 2FI

  1p
2
 
@1M
I+4FI01
  2p
2
 
@2M
I+4FI02
 4FI12 = 0 ;


1
2
@1M
I 2FI01

+
1p
2

1
2
@0M
I+2
 FI11 FI22  42p2FI12+

2FI02 
1
2
@2M
I

= 0 ;


1
2
@2M
I 2FI02

+
41p
2
FI12+
2p
2

1
2
@0M
I 2 FI11 F I22+12@1M I 2FI01

= 0 ;
2FI12+
1p
2

1
2
@2M
I+2FI02

+
2p
2

 1
2
@1M
I 2FI01

+

1
4
@0M
I+FI

= 0 :
(C.10)
Auxiliary fermion equation. From the vanishing of the auxilary fermion variation for
a bosonic background we get
i =

D   2cabravbc   2aabcdevbcvde + 4
3
(v  )2

i = 0 : (C.11)
By making use of identities (C.2) together with
abcd = adbc   acbd   acbd + adbc + bcad   bdac + abcd ;
abcd = abcde
e ; (C.12)
this can be cast into the form
i =

D   8
3
v2 +

2rbvba   2
3
abcdevbcvde

a + 
abcdeabrcvde

i = 0 : (C.13)
Acting on a generic spinor (C.13) becomes
A(1 + e12) + (B + Bii)(1e1 + 2e2) +Aii(1 + e12)
+Aijij(1 + 1e1 + 2e2 + e12) = 0 ; (C.14)
where we dened
A = D   16
3
v2(0)   4v2(+)  
4
3
v2( )   2riv0i ;
Ai = 2r0v0i + 2rjvji + 8
3
ijklv0jvkl   2ijklrjvkl ;
Aij = ijkl (r0vkl   2rkv0l) ;
B = D   16
3
v0iv
0i   4
3
v2(+)   4v2( ) + 2riv0i ;
Bi = 2r0v0i + 2rjvji + 8
3
ijklv0jvkl + 2
ijklrjvkl : (C.15)
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(C.14) may be expanded in the oscillator basis. However it is simpler to substitute the
conditions arising from the gravitino and gaugino equations into the system as is discussed
in the text.
D Killing spinor identities
D.1 In a time-like basis
We will rst expand
E(A)I i   E(M)Ii = 0 ; (D.1)
in a time-like basis acting on a generic spinor
 = 1 + 1e
1 + 2e
2 + e12 ; (D.2)
from which we obtain
(E(AI)0   E(M I)) 
p
21(E(AI)1) 
p
22(E(AI)2) = 0 ;
(E(AI)1) +
1p
2
(E(AI)0 + E(M I))  (E(AI)2) = 0 ;
(E(AI)2) +
2p
2
(E(AI)0 + E(M I)) + (E(AI)1) = 0 ;
1p
2
(E(AI)2) 
2p
2
(E(AI)1) +

2
(E(AI)0   E(M I)) = 0 : (D.3)
Whilst for 
1
8
E(v)ab + 1
2
E(D)vab

ab
i +raE(D)ai = 0 ; (D.4)
we obtain


1
4
E(v)  +E(D)v  +r0E(D)

  1p
2

1
2
E(v)01+2E(D)v01+2r1E(D)

  2p
2

1
2
E(v)02+2E(D)v01+2r2E(D)

 

1
2
E(v)12+2E(D)v12

= 0 ;


 1
4
E(v)01 E(D)v01+r1E(D)

  1p
2

1
4
E(v)11  1
4
E(v)22+E(D)(v11 v22) r0E(D)

+
2p
2

 1
2
E(v)12 2E(D)v12

+

2

1
2
E(v)02+2E(D)v02 2r2E(D)

= 0 ;


 1
4
E(v)02 E(D)v02+r2E(D)

+
1p
2

1
2
E(v)12+2E(D)v12

+
2p
2

1
4
E(v)11  1
4
E(v)22+E(D)(v11 v22)+r0E(D)

+

2

 1
2
E(v)01 2E(D)v01+2r1E(D)

= 0 ;


1
4
E(v)12+E(D)v12

+
1p
2

1
4
E(v)02+E(D)v02+r2E(D)

  2p
2

1
4
E(v)01+E(D)v01+r1E(D)

+

2

1
4
E(v)+E(D)v+r0E(D)

= 0 : (D.5)
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Finally for
E(e)aai

other bosons on-shell
= 0 ; (D.6)
we obtain
E(e)0  
p
21E(e)1  
p
22E(e)2 = 0 ;
E(e)1 +
1p
2
1E(e)0   E(e)2 = 0 ;
E(e)2 +
1p
2
2E(e)0 + E(e)1 = 0 ;
1p
2
E(e)2  
2p
2
E(e)1 +

2
E(e)0 = 0 : (D.7)
D.2 In a null basis
We will rst expand
E(A)I i   E(M)Ii = 0 (D.8)
in the null basis acting on a generic spinor with rst component
1 = z1(1 + e
1) + z2(e
12   e2) + z3(1  e1) + z4(e12 + e2) : (D.9)
Dropping the I index for clarity we get
 z1(iE(A)3 + E(M)) + z2(E(A)1 + iE(A)2) + z3
p
2E(A)  = 0 ;
 z1(E(A)1   iE(A)2) + z2(iE(A)3   E(M)) + z4
p
2E(A)  = 0 ;
z1
p
2E(A)+ + z3(iE(A)3   E(M))  z4(E(A)1 + iE(A)2) = 0 ;
z2
p
2E(A)+ + z3(E(A)1   iE(A)2)  z4(iE(A)3 + E(M)) = 0 : (D.10)
Whilst for 
1
8
E(v)ab + 1
2
E(D)vab

ab
i +raE(D)ai = 0 ; (D.11)
we obtain
 z1

1
4
(E(v) +   iE(v)12) + E(D)(v +   iv12)  ir3E(D)

 z2

1
4
(E(v)23   iE(v)13) + E(D)(v23   iv13) + (r1 + ir2)E(D)

 z3
p
2

i
4
E(v)+3 + iE(D)v+3  r+E(D)

+z4
p
2

1
4
(E(v)+1 + iE(v)+2) + E(D)(v+1 + iv+2)

= 0 ;
z1

1
4
(E(v)23 + iE(v)13) + E(D)(v23 + iv13) + (r1   ir2)E(D)

 z2

1
4
(E(v) + + iE(v)12) + E(D)(v + + iv12) + ir3E(D)

 z3
p
2

1
4
(E(v)+1   iE(v)+2) + E(D)(v+1   iv+2)

+z4
p
2

i
4
E(v)+3 + iE(D)v+3 +r+E(D)

= 0 ;
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z1
p
2

i
4
E(v) 3 + iE(D)v 3 +r E(D)

 z2
p
2

1
4
(E(v) 1 + iE(v) 2) + E(D)(v 1 + iv 2)

+z3

1
4
(E(v) + + iE(v)12) + E(D)(v + + iv12)  ir3E(D)

+z4

 1
4
(E(v)23   iE(v)13)  E(D)(v23   iv13) + (r1   ir2)E(D)

= 0 ;
z1
p
2

1
4
(E(v) 1   iE(v) 2) + E(D)(v 1   iv 2)

+z2
p
2

  i
4
E(v) 3   iE(D)v 3 +r E(D)

(D.12)
+z3

1
4
(E(v)23 + iE(v)13) + E(D)(v23 + iv13)  (r1   ir2)E(D)

+z4

1
4
(E(v) +   iE(v)12) + E(D)(v +   iv12) + ir3E(D)

= 0 :
Finally for
E(e)aai

other bosons on-shell
= 0 ; (D.13)
we obtain
iz1E(e)3   z2(E(e)1 + iE(e)2 ) +
p
2z3E(e)+ = 0 ;
z1(E(e)1   iE(e)2 )  iz2E(e)3 +
p
2z4E(e)+ = 0 ;p
2z1E(e)    iz3E(e)3 + z4(E(e)1 + iE(e)2 ) = 0 ;p
2z2E(e)    z3(E(e)1   iE(e)2 ) + iz4E(e)3 = 0 : (D.14)
E Some useful identities for simplifying the E.o.M.s
We briey decribe the identities used to simplify the equations of motion that are not
implied by supersymmetry, in the case of the rst orbit. Similar identities can be derived in
the case of the second orbit. Firstly we discuss some of the consequences of (anti)selfduality
for terms that appear in the equations of motion. Let A;B;C be three antisymmetric
tensors with Euclidean indices and that A;C satisfy the (anti)self-duality conditions
1
2
ijklA
kl = AAij ;
1
2
ijklC
kl = CCij ; (E.1)
where A; C take values 1. Making use of these identities, together with
i1i2i3i4
j1j2j3j4 = 4!
[j1
i1
j2i2 
j3
i3

j4]
i4
; (E.2)
one can prove the following formula
AC(ABC)ij = (CBA)ij   (CAB)ij   (BCA)ij   1
2
(AC)Bij + ijtr(ABC) : (E.3)
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We make use of the shorthand notation
(ABC)ij = AihB
hkCkj ; (AB) = AijB
ij ; tr(ABC) = AihB
hkC ik : (E.4)
Note that from antisymmetry of A;B;C we get
tr(ABC) =  tr(ACB) : (E.5)
We adopt the shorthand notation
G
()
ij  ()ij : (E.6)
Let us rst consider (+++)ij . Using the identity (E.5) we can immediately see tr(+++) =
0. Therefore, the general formula in this case boils down to
(+ + +)ij =  1
4
(++)(+)ij : (E.7)
The (   )ij case is completely analogous:
(   )ij =  1
4
(  )( )ij : (E.8)
We then turn to (+ + )ij , for which the general formula gives
(+ + )ij = (+ +)ij : (E.9)
Note that the matrix on the r.h.s. is manifestly antisymmetric. If we consider the ordering
(+ +)ij the general formula reads instead
(+ + )ij + ( + +)ij =  1
2
(++)( )ij : (E.10)
Combining the last two equations we nd
(+ + )ij = (+ +)ij = ( + +)ij =  1
4
(++)( )ij : (E.11)
With the same strategy the (  +) form yields
(  +)ij = ( + )ij = (+  )ij =  1
4
(  )(+)ij : (E.12)
Next let us consider terms that include a . Let us rst consider ( + +) where
 is self-dual in the rst time-like orbit. The trace argument applies and we have thus
tr( + +) = 0. From the general formula applied to ( + +)ij we get
( + +)ij + (++)ij =  1
2
(+)(+)ij : (E.13)
If we use (++)ij instead we nd
( + +)ij + (+ + )ij =  1
2
(++)ij : (E.14)
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Note that the (+ + )ij equation gives us nothing new. From (E.13) we can infer that
( + +) is antisymmetric, since the other two terms are manifestly antisymmetric. (E.14)
then gives us
( + +)ij = (+ + )ij =  1
4
(++)ij : (E.15)
Plugging it back into (E.13), we nd
(++)ij =  1
2
(+)(+)ij +
1
4
(++)ij : (E.16)
Let us now turn to the (  ) terms. Once again the trace is zero. From the (  )
formula we read o
(  )ij = (  )ij : (E.17)
From (  ) we get instead
(  )ij + (  )ij =  1
2
(  )ij : (E.18)
The same logic applies as before: the rst equation ensures antisymmetry of (    ), so
that the second equation gives the answer for (    )ij ; plugging it back into the rst
equation we also nd (  )ij . In the end,
(  )ij = (  )ij = (  )ij =  1
4
(  )ij : (E.19)
Finally, let us discuss the ( +  ) terms. This time the trace arguments fail. Let us
adopt the following parameterization:
( + )  A ; ( + )   AT ;
( +)  B ; (+ )   BT ;
(+ )  C ; ( +)   CT : (E.20)
As far as traces are concerned,
trA =  trB =  trC : (E.21)
The three equations for orderings (+ ); ( +) give respectively ((+ ) is redundant)
 A =  AT + CT +BT + I trA ;
B =  BT   C +AT   1
2
(+)( )  I trA : (E.22)
It is convenient to analyse these relations decomposing every matrix in symmetric and
antisymmetric part. Doing this, we nd that the ( +  ) matrices are determined up to
an arbitrary symmetric matrix X. More precisely,
( + ) = ( +) = ( +) = X   1
4
(+)( ) ;
(+ ) = ( + ) = (+ ) =  X   1
4
(+)( ) : (E.23)
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However, the rst line just states A = B, and since they must have opposite traces, we get
trX = 0 : (E.24)
We also make use of some dierential identities. First let us dene Tij = e
 2Gij ,
which is a closed two form on the base space, and we omit the hats on the base space
quantities. Using the identity in four dimensions for a two-form
rjT ji = (d  T )i ; (E.25)
we have that since dT (+) + dT ( ) = 0 that
J i := rjT (+)ji = rjT ( )ji ; (E.26)
and this is conserved riJ i = 0 by Ricci atness. Note that we are using the conventions
for the Hodge dual of a p-form  such that
? j1j4 p =
1
p!
j1j4 p
i1ipi1ip : (E.27)
The Bianchi identity can be written
riTjk + 2r[jTk]i = 0 : (E.28)
Splitting T into (anti)selfdual parts and operating with ri gives
r2T (+)jk +r2T ( )jk + 2rir[jT (+)k]i + 2rir[jT
( )
k]i = 0 : (E.29)
Finally commuting the covariant derivative, using the selfduality of the curvature tensor
and using (E.26), we get an expression for the exterior derivative of J
dJij =
1
2
r2T (+)ij +
1
2
r2T ( )ij +
1
2
R klij T
(+)
kl ; (E.30)
In the same way there is a simpler identity for I , namely
r2Iij =  R klij Ikl : (E.31)
In particular it is important to remember that whilst the I are harmonic with respect
to the form Laplacian, they are not (necessarily) harmonic with respect to the connection
Laplacian. Note that apart from the identication of rjT (+)ji with rjT ( )ji and setting
the right hand side of the Bianchi identity to zero in equation (E.30) we have not used the
closure of T , so for an arbitrary two form  one can also derive the relation
(d ? d ? )ij = r2(+)ij +r2( )ij +R klij (+)kl  rk(d)ijk; (E.32)
But this is equally valid for ? so taking linear combinations we obtain
 2r[irk(+)j]k +rk(dfT (+))ijk = r2
(+)
ij +R
kl
ij 
(+)
kl ; (E.33)
 2r[irk( )j]k +rk(dfT ( ))ijk = r2
( )
ij : (E.34)
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Dening Ki = rj()ji we have that ?K = ? ? d ?  = d(), so we can write the
above as
dK+ij  rk(?K+)ijk = r2(+)ij +R klij (+)kl ; (E.35)
dK ij +rk(?K )ijk = r2( )ij ; (E.36)
but we have that rk(?K)ijk =  (?dK)ij , thus
(dK+)
(+)
ij =
1
2
(dK+ij + (?dK
+)ij) =
1
2
r2(+)ij +
1
2
R klij 
(+)
kl ; (E.37)
(dK )( )ij =
1
2
(dK ij   (?dK )ij) =
1
2
r2( )ij ; (E.38)
and (dK)() are unconstrained by these arguments.
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